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A337ILACT
This thesis I s a  collection of folk material is 
Negro patois, Acadian dialect* and Standard Louisiana 
Trench from Leonvllle and vicinity In St. Landry parish. 
Included are traditions, customs, sports, amusements, 
children** poetry and tales, songs, picturesque speech, and 
beliefs. Attempts have been made to discover sources, 
parallels, and variants In the folk literature of ether 
states and countries.
It
lUTHOBUCTIO ir
In selecting this topic for a thesis, 1 was moti­
vated primarily by a desire to safeguard against total loss 
seme of the folk material of a French-speaking section of 
St. Landry parish, namely, Leonvllle and vicinity. T7p to 
this time no other attempts to explore this region for pos­
sibilities in this field have been made.
The material contained herein was gathered intermit­
tently during a period of three years. Accounts of tradi­
tions which are no longer observed were contributed by sev­
eral of the older residents of the section. The chapter on 
picturesque speech contains expressions the writer heard in 
informal conversations and recorded. The songs in patois 
were rendered upon request by tfegro residents and taken down 
by the writer; the songs in the Acadian dialect and Standard 
French were sung by whites and mulattoes. The tales and 
games were likewise furnished by mulattoes in addition to 
school children who learned them from their parents.
In evidence, then, are the He?ro patois; the Acadian 
dialect, which is spoken by the majority of whites; and the 
Standard Ireneh as seen in the largo group of songs. The 
most popular form at the present time is the Acadian dialect, 
which Is being adopted by the Wegro as well. A threat to 
the survival of this dialect Is not imminent, since there is
1
a tenacious clinging to it toy even the younger generation, 
despite the efforts of the schools to promote the use, in­
stead, of the Sngli sh language*
To segregate the lore accumulated as a result of 
this project, diligence was exorcised in an endeavor to in­
clude only what would toe of novelty to the student of loulsi 
ana folk lore* Care was taken to make the collection repre­
sentative of the material to toe found in the section*
Through the use of already published material, an attempt 
was made, In every case, to discover possible origins and 
variants in the folk literature of other lands*
Faithful translations of all selections are given*
CHAPTER X
CUSTOMS, AMUSSaiOTTS, S3P0ETS OP TaSTBEYEAfc
With bo Blight feeling of approbation do students 
with an Interest in the traditions of the pest read the 
consents of Carl Sandburg upon the value of folklores
•••It will give you something of the feel of 
American history, of the gloom chaser® that 
moved ift&y a good man who fought fire and flood, 
varmints and vermin, as region after region 
filled with settlers and homesteaders who pro­
claimed, "We are breaking the sod for unnumbered 
millions to eome**3.
The best approach to gaining an appreciation of the 
inventiveness displayed in the diversity of pastimes of our 
predecessors Is a knowledge of the conditions which prompted 
these* Bull winter afternoons, days of unfavorable weather 
and Impassable roads ease to be Identified with the gather­
ing of closest neighbors around one hearth fire and the 
making, for Instance, of popcorn balls and pecan and peanut 
pralines* At these times a good story-teller was highly 
esteemed. Just as on the occasion of a wedding-feast the ver­
satile singer whose repertoire eenprleed the whole gamut from 
the friendly mocking songs to the plaintive "romances* vlr-
1
Carl Sandburg In "foreword* to Treasury of Ameri­
can folklore sd. by B* A* Botkin (Hew Torks Crown Publishers, 
19 4■& ) , p • v •
3
4tually dripping with the fortunes of despairing or «tar- 
crossed lovers could not be dispensed with* To divert the 
wear!some saneness of the Sundays and holidays which could 
not be spent In work, games of various sorts were devised 
for all ages.
Though these amusements had for so long been trans­
mitted through the generations, with the coming of good 
highways and automobiles, their decline began. In more 
modern times, with the growth in popularity of the entertain­
ment spots peculiar to every American town, they gradually 
disappeared. In most eases, only In the more isolated dis­
tricts do we find vestiges of some of these customs.
The section has always been, we may say, almost com­
pletely Catholic. There have been perhaps twenty or fewer 
migratory Protestant families since its settlement. Before 
the erection of a parish church, the Journey was made on 
horseback or by buggy or carriage to Arnaudville or Grand 
Cbteau, eight or ten miles distant.
As an illustration of the sincere religious faith 
which inspired the majority of the people, white and black, 
there is a true account of the old negro, M’sleu Robert, who 
departed on Sunday and ?east-day mornings at two or three 
e felock to attend Mass In Grand Cdteau. He made the trip in 
a eow—drawn cart, the wooden wheels of which could be heard 
clattering acres away and whleh he had to sprinkle with water 
whenever he feared that they were becoming too hot. On his 
return, stopping near a small grocery store, he would buy
crackers and then milk his cove for his aorniag steal "before 
resualng his ride*
Those fami11es who were in comfortable circumstances 
educated their daughters at the Convent of the Sacred Heart, 
Grand Gdteau, a school founded in 1821 "by the Boliglous of 
the Sacred Heart, and their hoys at the Jesuit College in 
the same town*
The Father0 s Blessing on Few Tear’s Bay 
Among the pious practices In the hoses of the sore 
enlightened was the "bestowing of the father’s blessing on 
his children on *le jour de l ’an,” As they knelt before him 
in a group, heads bowed, he extended his hands and, using a 
special prayer, invoked God’s protection upon them for the 
ensuing year*
It Is interesting to note in Joseph Mddard Carribre*a
Wnla f from the French Folk-Lore of Mi a sour! hi s report of the
sane custom which was in existence in the 90’ s among the
2
Missouri Greeles.
•Courir Mardi Gras*--Masquerading 
Biding horseback or walking, bands of maskers, led 
their captains, went from house to house on Shrove Tues­
day or a few days preceding, singing:
2
Joseph Medard Carri&re, Tales from the French Folk- 
Lore of Missouri (Chicago: Northwestern University, 1937),
p • 6.
HenJour. a&ltre ©t la mattress®.
lea Jolies fillet, 
let mardi gras ooat wenus 
Bam and e r la eharlt£;
I*a oharit£, mattress®,
Mattress** la eharit£;
Let mardi gras sent vsnus 
Demander la chartt£*
Deed-day. Master and Mistress*
Also the pretty girls, 
the masqueraders hare com*
To ask for charity;
Charity. Mistress*
Hi strs s s* ehari ty *
The masqueraders hare come 
To ask ter charity.
Eagerly they vent into a dance* and this over, the
*1stress of the household gave them *uae petite recompense*
toT their performance, which was permission to catch a
chicken in the backyard tor the gumbo which the maskers were
to enjoy on the same night. If the lady had no ^bass©—eour*
(poultry yard)* she showed her appreciation by making a con**
trlbutton, usually monetary, to their entertainment fund*
The good humor of the band was assured by the captain,
who had the privilege of using his horse~whlp on unruly
maskers in order to enforce good manners*
In regard to this tradition our attention is again
called to the studies of Carrlfere* Here Is his account of a
custom which appears analogous in many respects to the local
tradition which I have recorded:
On Hew Tear': Eve, a group of men and youths, 
clad in eccentric costumes, and with blackened 
faces, spend the whole evening going from house 
to house* Mhen they enter a house, their leader 
takes his fiddle, and strikes up the tune of the 
lively carol of the *Qulllonnde•w
Sonjeur le malt re et Xa snaStress® 
s—et tout le monde &u log! el 
Feus* X« deraier Jottr de l*aanlef 
C'est la guillonnee roue nous deve*.
SI t o u s Toules rien nous doansr,
B1tes-aous lee*
On Ton? demand *r& *®\ilostent eune 
chinee*
She other members of the group sing to his 
accompaniment the five stansas of the song 
and shuffle their feet* As soon as the earol 
is oT«r} the hosts serve drinks and cakes* 
Formerly, the carolers collected offerings, 
money or provisions, for the king*s hall on 
Twelfth Wight, hut as the hall Is no longer 
held, they have done away with the collection* 
This custom and the song which was Inseparable 
from It were the most popular of all French 
traditions and songs throughout the upper 
Mississippi Valley.3
"Pomander les Consentemerto"
A custom still observed by many Negroes contemplate 
lag matrimony is that of going to all the relatives to an­
nounce their intentions and to Invite them for the ceremony. 
The expression, "Demander les consent aments, * is simply a 
blandishment, for they do not in reality ask the consent of 
the kin* However, It Is recognised that a breach of this 
etiquette would be resented by the relations.
Those members of the family, no matter how distant, 
who are held In high regard are invited to the bride* s home 
to partake of the "dessert,1* consisting of wine, “•aleette*
(anisette), and the cakes decorated with thick, hard icing,
Z
m p p *
f*mltteelsred hard candies and p a  drop?f and sprinkled over 
with tiny anise seeds. fhe bridal cake for this festival is 
unique, being sosetises four feet in height and made by 
placing cakes of varying elses one on top of the other, with 
a kroons tick or similar support inserted through the middle* 
She foundation layers are usually baked In dlshpan® of gradu­
ated elses, the regular eake-plate else appearing only at 
the raslt of the bridal sake.
•La Cuisine*
"Les grains de tac-tae qui no fleurl seal eat pas 
e’appelaiemt les griois.* tfheee *griets* of pop corn were 
ground into a flour called *la farlne froi&e,* which could 
be utilised in the preparation of several dishes* Mixed 
with butter, It eould be spread on bread; or, it could be 
made into cookies.
*Le van* was a large tray, usually square in shape, 
woven from slender vild cane reeds* It was used as a recep­
tacle into which flour eould be sifted or Into which cookies 
were placed before being baked*
Containers for lard were made from boef«kina, the 
opening of which was fastened by means of a rope Inserted 
through slits made all along the edge.
*Les Jeux*
On Sundays, favorable weather permitting, out-of- 
door games of various kinds were held. At these *jeux*»
fWhich sosetlsos la.8ted all. day, gumbo, cake, aai r«fr8ih*»
Wen t a ware served *
5?ha 1 ^ ategam* 
fhe iaa gathered at a spot near the edge of the
weeds for the *pategam* (pop la jay) shooting. Attached to
a pole or steel red which revolved was the target* a place 
af wood, usually the root of a gam tree, that had been 
carved to resemble a bird* *he flpategnu# was painted la 
several colors: for example, the wing, red; the tall, blue;
the head, green; etc* On each of these parts a prise was
set. Thus, the one successful in scoring a hit in the head
(er shooting it off, depending upon the arrangements) was 
awarded a sack of rlee; the wing, a sack of coffee. 5h» 
body always brought the most valuable return, such as a 
barrel of flour er a sum of money*
At the beginning of the tournament, each contestant
paid a certain fee to the one responsible for planning the 
affair and could thus stand In line to try his skill until 
the last part had been shot*
V* a * Head has traced the origin of the name ’pategai11
to the popular substitution of the French *patte,* *paw,w or 
•foot* of a bird, for the "pape* in "papegai,* a word desig­
nating a wooden target constructed in the shape of & bird, 
which furnished amusement to the French settlers and which 
survived for many generations in the rural districts of
1 0
tsuisl&nm*4
Fro® the vivid and varied colors of the ®pategauw had 
developed the expression, *Rablll£ co&me uts pategau*8 which 
describes a person wearing all of his finery on one occasion*
•Arrseher la Tfcte du Sole*
Another attraction at the Sunday *jeux* was called 
#arracher la tfete du sole91 (de l*ele}« A goose was suspended 
from the limb of a tree, head pointing downward. Contestant!^ 
M e  by one, riding by fast on hors ©hack, grabbed at the 
geose to try to pull off the head* Whoever achieved success 
received the goose as a reward*
The "Fapabotie* Hunt 
A favorite sport until about 1895 was hunting *papa— 
hettes,” large, long-legged birds resembling chickens, which 
are classified by Head as Upland Flowers or Bart rami an Sand­
pipers* The Loui si ana—French name, Mpapabott@,!1 he says, le
5
a mimicking of the cry of the birds*
Since the habitat of the "papabotte* was near water, 
the ehlef hunting ground was in the prairie where one found 
•platins* or flat, damp terrain* The hunter was accompanied 
by an ox which he had trained for this purpose* As the ox 
grazed, the man was led directly to the flock of birds* To
4
W. A* Read, Loui si ana-Fr ench (Baton Unugs t lo trial ana 
State University Frees, 1931), pp * 56, 145*
5
Ibid** p. 65,
i
11
make sure that the *papaboties# would aot he frightened,
the hunter followed cautiously, coacealia^ himself behind.
the ex at he advanced to sheet*
ft® birds were strung up le the kitchen or hung from
rafter* in the attic and eaten only when the aactes became
blue and broke off easily. The dish* *pepab©tt© fa! sand6„ *
was const dered a delicacy.
Read tells of the variety of ways in which the
•papabette» was prepared in the Few Orleans restaurants. It
appeared on the menu as n,Papabotte k la Oriole9 (rF ran gal «
Crdele*}# f?apabette Grilld, ♦ 9 b r o 11 e d papabot te 9 an&^apa**
&
botte S6ti,9 ♦roast papabotte. 1#
Since these birds were generally very fat* it is not 
unusual* even nowadays, for a stout person to be likened to 
one, la the eharaoteristic friendly teasing manner; #Mais» 
elle est ^rosse ceaoe un papabott©f#
The Raccoon Hunt 
JLt certain seasons the raccoons, *chaeuis,w were so 
numerous and the damage they did was so great that the farmers 
had to stay awake all night to guard their corn fields. Their 
dogs were trained to pursue the animals, causing them to run 
up trees. With the aid of torches made of pine knots, the 
men were able to see the eyes of the raccoons in order to 
shoot them.
6
I M A *  * p .  5 6
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Blowgun Hunting 
The *tftrbacanes/ blowgune, which were used by many 
Is hunting, were large bamboo canes, Heannes sautages,n the 
ka©te of which were burned out from the inside with red-hot 
ires rede* The *flhohe* va* an umbrella rib* fart of thle 
©haft* sometimes the whole length, up to the finely-sharpenad 
pel at, was wrapped around with fluffy cotton held la place 
by a string, and It was inserted into the ease. The force of 
the hunter*s hreath impelled the arrow in the intended di­
rection*
The else of the blowgun and the shaft used depended 
upon the type of game sought? to kill small hi pda, for In­
stance, the cotton ear el oped nearly the entire length of the 
shaft, so that they would not he too badly mutilated*
•Lee Carnassleresw 
The hunting hags were made from the skins of wild­
cats f*ehate—tigres* ), which the men trapped*
eSanses-Koadee* 
la his collection of singing games, John Harrington 
Cox has this to say of their function; * Singing games have 
had a long and honorable history among English-speaking 
peoples and hare played no small part in their social struc-
m
ture** To no lessor degree In the French-speaking sections
John Harrington Oox, “Singing Carnes,w Southern Folk- 
lore Quarterly, TI (1943), 134,
13
2»«ulsiaa& h&Te these games contributed to the same end* 
iDurlng Lent* especially* when dancing was not customary* the 
young men and young ladles of sixteen years or older enjoyed 
* Senses-* Bonds s" in the late afternoons and evenings.
“Paplllon Vole et Vole et Vole"
One of the host-known of these ring game* is called 
"Paplllon Vole ot Vole ot Vole.” Holding hands, the players 
form a ring and begin walking around it. Meanwhile the girls 
sings
Dessus ess arbres 11 y a des branches*
Bessus ces branches 11 y a des feullles*
Bessus cos feullles 11 y a des flours*
Bessus ces flours 11 y a des papilloma;
P apt lion vole et vole et vole.
Paplllon vole et vole et vole.
The boys sings
Les belles m 9en veulemt pas de mol*
St tant qu*a les vilalnes, j* n*ea veux pas. 
Paplllon vole et vole et vole.
The girls sings
On these trees are branches.
On these branches are leaves*
On these leaves are flowers,
On these flowers are butterflies;
Butterfly fly and fly and fly.
Butterfly fly and fly and fly.
The boys sings
The beautiful girls do not want me,
And as for the unsightly ones* I won * t have them. 
Butterfly fly and fly and fly.
Vhen the final words "Paplllon vole et vole et vole” 
are sung* each player hurriedly selects a partner of the op­
posite sex* If there Is an o^d number of players, the ua-
14
f©rtuaat« one 1 eft without a partner Is laughed at.
"TJn Beau Ho sler®
The hoy or girl who play* the part of the "rosier* 
follows the instructions la the song*
A aa main droite Je ports ua heau rosier, 
Qia.1 ports roses au mol* de mat,
Qui porte roses au no is de mai .
Men heau rosier, out res en danse 
St ealues qul roue plaira,
St ealues qui vous plaira.
Smbrasees—la, non heau rosier,
Qul porte roses au sole de mal,
Qui porte roses au nols de sal.
Sortes du road non heau rosier,
Qul porte roses au nois de mal,
Qul porte roses au mots de mal.
la my right hand 1 earry a beautiful rose-bush 
Which hears roses in the month of May,
Which hears roses la the month of May.
My beautiful rose-bush enter the ring 
And salute whoever pleases you,
And salute whoever pleases you.
Miss her (him), ny beautiful rose-bush,
Which hears roses in the month of May,
Which hears roses In the month of May.
leave the ring, my beautiful rose-bush.
Which hears roses in the month of May,
Which hears roses in the month of May.
•LfAmour Bntree en Bond"
The players form a circle. A hoy and a girl are 
selected to represent "11 amour.** When the first words are 
sung, they take their places in the center of the ring. 
While the rest continue singing, the couple obeys each in­
struction given.
X*
X*anour antres ea rond,
X*amour outres en road, 
Far les Jour d‘amourette. 
Far lee Jeux d*aa*our.
X 5amour asBeyez-tous,
L*amour asseyes-voas,
Far lea Jsux d9amourette* 
Far lee Jeux d‘amour*
X*amour agoaouillez-Tous, 
X 1amour agenoulllea-vous, 
Far lee jeux d’asiourette, 
Far lee Jeux d# amour.
X ‘amour earessea-voua,
X 9 am our caresses-vous.
Far lee jeux d’araourette. 
Far lee jeux d 1amour*
X ‘amour efflbrasses-Tous,
X* am our emhrassez-vous, 
Far lee Jeux d9 amour® tto, 
Far les jeux d* amour.
X * amour 1evee^vous*
X*amour leve*~v®us»
Far lee jeux d♦amourette. 
Far lee Jeux d9 amour.
X9amour eortes en rend,
X*amour sorter en road, 
Far lee jeux &9ameurette, 
Far lee «5eux d*amour.
Lore, come into the ring.
Lore, come Into the ring,
In theee games of lore affaire, 
In these games of lore*
Love, sit down, 
Lore, sit down,
Za theee games of 
Za these games of
love affairs, 
love.
Love, kneel down,
Xove, kaeel down,
la these games of love affairs
Za theee games of love.
1*0vo* bestow caresses upon each other* 
Lots, teetow caresses upon each other* 
Is these fases of lore affairs*
In these gases of love.
lore, kies each other* 
lore* kiss each ether*
In these games of lore affairs.
In these games of lore*
Lo t s , stand up* 
lore, stand up,
la these games of lore affairs*
In these games of lore,
X*ere* leave the center of the ring* 
Lore* leare the center of the ring*
In these games of lore affairs*
In these games of lore*
* la Lout si anet to*
In this *&aase—rondo,* the couple stands in the e 
and felleve the bidding of those singing.
ha lentsiamette eat el jolle*
Quo sa tallle rous lui faltes le tour; 
Je parle quo rous ltalaes|
Tons Ini faltes la c o u p ;
Lai sees chanter la l»eui siamette; 
fishrasses done la Loul siamette; 
ha Leni siamette est si Jolle*
loutsiamette is so pretty
That you put your arm around her waist;
t hot you like her;
Ten court her;
let Loulsiamette sing;
Then kiss Loulsiamette;
Loulsiamette is so pretty.
*S1 Tu Ttuz TlMarler Aree Mol11 
The players form two limes facing each other* th 
hoys on one side* the girls on the other. As the hoys s
they adramce toward the girls, Then the girls decline
tt*e as the «yr«f0 8al* 1s presented, the hoys retreat* 
the and, vhen the girls decide to * marry for money” and 
accept the hoys, hotfa lines more forward, and the coup! 
held hands and march around in a circle*
The hoy st
J>  to loanoral men heau ehlen hlanc.
Si ta reux tf marler aTee mol,
SI tu t o u t  t1 marl or arec mol, mol, mol,
Si tu toux t9 marler arec mol.
The firlti
J 9accentera! pas ton heau ehlen hlanc,
J 1 me marlera! pas aree tel,
me marl era! p&s arec tol, tel, tel,
J* me marl era! pas arec tel*
The hey*?
, Ja te dommeral ta rohe de noee,
Tonte eurlde en fll dfargent,
Si tu reux t9 marler arec mol, mol, mol,
SI tu t o u x  tY marler arec mol.
The
J*accentoral pas ma rohe de noee.
Touts ourlde en fll &fargent,
J* me marl oral pas arec tol, tol, tol,
J 9 me marleral pas arec tol*
The hey s s
ye te dennerat la olef d* non ooffre, 
Tout men er et men argent.
Si tu reux t9 marler aree mol, mol, mol,
SI tu reux t9 marler arec mol.
The girls:
J*accex>teral hlen la clef d* ton ceffre. 
Tout ton or et ton argent,
J* me marleral hlen arec tol, tol, tol,
y* me marleral hlen arec tol*
IS
The keys*
•My fin© white dog 1*11 give to you,
If you eon sent to starry me,
If you consent to starry too, me, mo*
If you consent to marry me.*
The girl os
•Tour fin© white dog X shan’t accept,
I shan’t consent to marry you,
I sham11 consent to marry you, you, you,
I shan’t consent to marry you**
5t« boys:
•Tour wedding drees 1*11 giro to you,
All finely hemmed in threads of gold,
If you consent to marry me, me, me,
If you consent to marry me.*
The girls:
•My wedding dress X shan’t accept,
All finely hemmed in threads of gold,
I shan’ t consent to marry you, you, you,
I shan’t consent to marry you.*
The hoys;
•The key to ny chest 1*11 giro to you. 
All my silver and all ny gold.
If you consent to marry me, me, me,
If you consent to marry me.*
The girls:
•The key to your chest I shall accept. 
All your el Ivor and gold,
I will eon sent to marry you, you, you,
I will consent to marry you.*
That English variants of this game are extant is 
proved hy the collection of singing games hy J. H. Cox, 
which has already keen mentioned. He includes three texts 
of a game entitled *X Will Civ© You a Paper of Bins,* a 
fourth version which has not keen given a title, and a
19
lengthy list of references vtere the some game may he found* 
Afteng the Tersione mentioned are those from Illinois* Horth 
Carolina, £ngland, and Scotland.
For the sake of eompari son to the French version 
known In the section of which X write, a few stanzas which 
hear the eleeest similarity are cited. This version of 
*1*11 Civ© Ten a Paper of Pl»sH was contributed to Hr* Cox 
hy Hr s. Hilary S. Hi chard sen, Clarksburg, Harrison County, 
1917 *
1. *1*11 give te you a paper of pins,
If thats s the way that lev© begins,
If yen will marry me-me-me,
If yen will marry me. Kiss*41
2* *1*11 net accept your paper of pins,
If that** the way that love begins,
And 1*11 not marry you—you—you,
And 1*11 not marry you, Sir.*
7* *Ifll give to you a dress of red,
Broi&ered round with a golden thread.*
IS* *1*11 give to you the key of my chest,
That you may have money at your request. *
14* *Z will accept the key of your chest,
That I may have money at my own request. 
And I will marry you—you-you,
And I will marry you. Sir**®
8
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CHAPfBE It 
*C1J* IBS OTAH!PS*
Kaay of the whit© children had a© part-time nurses 
good Begresses in whose care the white me there Could enfcrusii 
their children* from the white© these faithful guardians 
had learned to observe rules for healthful living and to 
speak a more "civilised" tongue than their negro “brothers* 
However* despite some measure of external refinement, these 
Begresses always revealed vestiges of their early character­
istics. Host conspicuous among these was the faculty of a 
vivid and colorful imagination*
The children* whose devotion to their “keepers* was 
remarkable, continuing even into adult life, manifested on 
certain occasions gleeful anus ©lien t in annoying them to the 
point of Irritation* To inspire good deportment, then* and 
often, under provocation, to enforce it upon their charges, 
the nurses Invented bugaboos of divers forms and made even 
more appalling those fanciful creations already in existence* 
One of these whom the youngsters knew was "le nbgre 
narron,* the runaway Begre, who lived in the wilds of the 
"lie,* a small wood nearby* He had only one eye, and that 
in the middle of the forehead* Greying upon all children, 
and especially the bad ones, he carried a "sac de p 11 a » " a 
burlap bag, into which he put them to take them off*
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*Kada»e ©rands—Doigt s* was the lady with the (extreme-* 
Xy l#i« fingers. so adept la plucking children from their 
easy nest8.
*&# caracaou«H and **la bbohew were alee to be feared 
%y the children, for they were composites of the most terri­
fying of all creatures* A variety of descriptions was given 
of them*
©a Sew Tear1 s Bve it was the *Crlchequine1 whom ttXes 
s a v t aI s enfants* could exp set* It was she who rewarded them 
for all the disquietude they had caused their parents* As 
they lay tucked la their beds, she lacerated their heels with 
please of broken glass!
Indoor Recreation 
A person interested In folk traditions who has had 
some experience with children will corroborate this state­
ment made by 3* A* Botkin:
One of the most fascinating fields for the 
student of beliefs and customs as these enter 
into the vernacular poetry of folk rhymes Is 
the Jingles and doggerels of childhood* The 
persistence and diffusion of such rhymes in 
infinite variety and yet In much the same 
form all over the world offers conclusive evi­
dence of the twin aspects of tradition, espe­
cially the tradition of children— its inven­
tiveness and its conservatism**
The children of every nation and every age have had 
their nonsensical recitations, "catches,* rhymes, scrambled 
sentences, riddles, and tongue twisters. Research Into the
X
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children* a poetry ef ether lands will reveal types which 
closely resemble these of the French-speaking children of 
Sou t hve at era lout si ana •
stance, we note that a feature common to them is that they 
are all mere or less meaningless or senseless* Botkin*s 
reflection upon this relationship is that It * implies a 
eery great antlq.nlty* and that Shakespeare and Sidney probab 
ly »directed their childish sports hy the very same rhymes 
which are still employed for this purpose*81 He oh serves 
farther that *their liability to variation Is so great that 
phrases totally different in sound and apparent sense may at 
may time he developed out of them*1*2
One of the appealing “counting out*1 rhymes, or ways 
of determining who is to he *lt* in a game, is the following 
A sing-song voice Is employed In its recitation.
In the case of the “counting out*1 rhymes, for in
Tfn et deux One and two
St trols et qnatre. And three and four,
Deux aonline Two mills
Qai doivent se batfcre; Which are to fight;
qu,on appelle Let them call
Jearn*Simon dean-Simon,
Jean— Simon J ean-Simon
Du Carencro Of Carencro
2
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Ta i« f ai re *ouler 
Ches Jean-Simon, 
Jean—Simon 
Bo. Careasre.
Gk> have yonff meal ground 
At Jean-Simon1s*
Jean-Simon 
Of Carencro.
f»o children participate in the following dialogue 
which provides some merriment for the one who has not been 
introduced to it. The words are not far removed from the 
X33W version of *Kse«k# Knock, Who*s There?* of the w &mart* 
young generation of today. The Initial words are accompanied 
¥y two loud knocks on the table or wall.
douse, gouae.
Qn? est 1&?
C*est men, Bd—Be- 
qud d £-b£?
£€-b£ ha Ca.
ha Ca?
La $a Coq.
€$el£ 604?
Ceq Sans Bas.
$u& S ans 3 a s ?
Sane Bas C6td.
Qp,& Cfttd?
661£ ehee tell
Knock, knock•
Who9 a there?
It*s I, D6~b £.
Which Dd-Bd?
Bd-B£ La Ca.
Which La Ca?
La Oa Booster.
Which Booster?
Booster Without Stockings. 
Which Without Stockings? 
Without Stockings on the Side. 
Which Side?
Side © f your house!
■ The ensuing rhymes are recited In sprightly voice.
The first is the ^Humpty—Bumpty* of Bayou TtChe. Th© second
recall* to oikjt minds the «Salt, vinegar, mustard, pi®, and 
(aayenae) pepperI« of the present day.
Pierre Cyprlfere 
Jumped the fence 
To J o i a Jean*Pi err®•
He fell in the cemetery. 
And hurst hie eyelids 
Into & thousand parti cl©a*
Hem! Hem I 
I like 
Cream,
Eggplants,
And squash!
Pierre Gyprifere 
A m i l  la karri Are 
Pour aller Joladre Jean-Pierro 
II a tosti dans lf eiaetifere,
A fe&dn eas pauptferes 
ail poussiire*.
Heal Hem!
J *aiae
la erfeme,
Dee hrfemes,
St dee albl femes!
The object ie to eay the following word® very 
id thereby puszle the one who Is trying to distinguish the 
meaning!
Sesas dehout lit; A man who ie standing reads?
loat assis eoud; A lady who ie seated sews?
TTa enfant aesls jous, A child who is seated plays.
A ehlld who, with the words, HKol, J* sui s un homme* 
t*I*a a nan*), tries to inpress upon people that he 1 a 
stronger than his years would very likely hear this belit­
tling retorts
Homme de p&llle You* re a man of straw,
Platelet de toll 'tfith a wooden pistol
Bailee de feewei And stud bullets*
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For many centuries riddles fea?® boom relegated to 
the * folk .* French— speaking Lcul at ami an«c too* hare pro­
duced their sh&ro of these* which nowaday®, ho waver* are am 
entertainment only for the children, fhe watermelon, the 
broom* the oottom plant, the iron kettle* all have been sub­
jects about which riddles were composed* As examples of the 
* w » *  la existence, three are listed*
Haul rn&te, High up*
Court habllld* B r i e f l y  dressed*
Qui fait les jeanes Making young 
St loo vieux trotter. And old trot*
(?s« cl echo dMglise) (A church hell)
quo tu connai a qu£quf chose qul fait 
plus d* train (hrult) qu*un • tit cochon prls 
dans la barrlferet 
(Deux)
Do you know something that makes more noise 
than a little pig caught la the fence?
(Two)
Dae • tite nelson blanche est dans une ftlte 
nelson verte. tens la 9 tite mai son blanche 11 
y a une 9 tite mai son rouge. Dans la * tite malson 
rouge 11 y a une *tite malson noire* Devine men 
asm.
(Da melon ft*eau)
A little white houso la within a little 
green house* Inside the little white house 
it a little red house. Within the little 
red house Is a little black house. What la 
my name?
(Watermelon)
Tongue Twisters
Ten th£ a-t-il &t£ ta tour?
Tour tea did it relieve your cough?
Trois petltes pipes fines fran?aisei dans us 
petit paaier fin francais.
Three flue little French pipes in a flue little 
French ha sleet •
Minetie
Of singular charm for the very young child is the 
"Bluetts* story* The ability to relate without pause the 
adventures which proceed from the theft of the little wheels 
by the kitten bearing what was originally the most popular 
name for cats 1s an occasion for righteous pride*
TTn Jour Je Jouals avec Minette;
Hinette a void mea roulettes*
Je dis k Minette, "Bends-moi mes roulettes."
Minette rdpomd, "Bon, J* te donnerai pas tee 
roulettes sans du lalt."
Je demands du lait k la vache$
La vaehe me dlt, "Bon, Jf te donnerai pas du 
lalt sans du foln.”
Je demands du foln a la faux;
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La faux ms dlt, *Mon, J* to Aonaeral pas du
fain tans du lard,* 
da demand* du lard au cochon;
La cochon ne dlt, *Jf to donnerai pas du Xard
sana dee glands.11 
Je demand© dee glands au chhne;
Le chhne me dlt, *M©a, J* t© donnerai pas dee 
glands same du rent,*
Je demand© du rent & la mer;
La nor m*a rental 
J*al Tsntl le shins;
L© shine m*a glantl;
J*ai gla&U le esehon;
Le cochon a*a l&rdd;
J*ai lardd la faux;
La faux a*a folate;
J'ai feint© la ▼ache;
La vache a*a laltd;
J*al l&ite Minette;
Minette s fa rendu ses roulettes.
One day I played with Minette;
Minette stele ay little wheels,
I said* "Minette, gite ne hack my little wheels,* 
Minette answered* "Mo, 1 won*t give hack your 
little wheels unless you give ne milk,*
1 asked the cow for milk.
The cow said, *Fe, I wonft give you nllk unless 
you give ne hay.*
X asked the scythe for hay.
The scythe said, *We, X won't give you hay unless 
yen give ne lard.*
I asked the pig for lard.
The pig said, *lfo, 1 won’t give you lard unless 
you give ne acorns.*
I asked the oak tree for acorns.
The oak tree said, *1 won't give you acorns unless 
you give ne wind.*
X asked the sea for wind.
The sea gave ne wind.
Z gave the oak tree wind.
The oak gave ne acorns*
1 gave the pig acorns.
The pig gave ne l*ard«
X gave the scythe lard,
The scythe gave ne hay.
X gave the cow hay.
The cow gave no milk.
X gave Minette milk.
Minette gave hack my little wheels.
mJ• M* C a r r i h a s  recorded a Missouri variant of 
the aaae little story, la which *Miaett©« le the little 
•1eter instead* This is his English summary of it*
Minette will not return her brother* s little 
wheels unless he gives her some milk* The hoy 
goes te ask the cow for milk, the cow asks him 
for hey. the scythe will not cut hay unless it 
is greased with pig9 s fat* the pig Insists on 
getting acorns first* the oak tree asks for a 
stick te heat them down* the stick refuses to 
do it* But when the hoy calls upon the fire 
to h u m  the stiok* the stick heats down acorns* 
the pig eats thee* and so on until the hoy gets 
his wheels hack*35
Indoor Oam es
At one time it was a custom for several families to 
meet at various hemes for the *reill£eM which began in the 
early evening and lasted until early hours of the morning* 
Vhlle the grown-ups chatted or played cards* the children 
sat on the floor and amused themselves with little games*
One of the best loved of these* ealled ^Pan-Pi—Po* * 
has some similarity to *Sesle-Keenie-Mlnie-Mo,* the old 
counting—out rhyme* which all American English-speaking 
children are familiar with* The children place one finger 
upon the floor* forming a circle* The leader* with his own* 
touches each finger, pronouncing each time one syllable from 
these wordss
Pan—pl-po* Saint Laurent*
La 9tite sourls demand© du pain. 
Sfil y en a 
T#en auras*
S*il y en a pas*
Tu t*en passer&s*
3
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Va faire bouillir
Ton peau (cruchs) de lait
Claes Madame Acr6der® Hal lie*
Pan—pi-po, Saint laureat,
The little mouse "begs traad.
If there le somo,
You*11 get a piece.
If there is none,
You*ll do without* 
te hare helled 
Your pitcher of milk 
At Mrs. Aer&dhre Maille*s.
The unlucky one upon whom the formula ends must 
retire* In the meantime each of the remaining children 
selects the name ef seme animal as his own, and together 
they assign one to the absent child, not letting him know of 
it*
The leader then cries, ”0, Pistachio, la pirogue sst 
arrises*** fDh, Pistachio, the pirogue has arrived**)
The child who has gone out asks, MC^u*est“Ce qu’elle 
a pert£7" (*What has It trought?#)
"Un sou ton, une vaehe, un choral, ua dl^phant...*
(”A sheep, a cow, a horse, an elephant..." ) A H  the animals 
are named. * Sur quel tu veux venir?” (wOn which do yon wish 
te come?* )
The child who has heen addressed selects one name, 
and if It happens to be his own, he is told, "Vlens sur tes 
pattes.** (”Coae on your own feet.**) If it is another1 s, he 
Is asked s *Plume ou pallle?** (^feather or straw?**) If he 
answers, * Plume,** he i s pulled back into the group by the 
ear; if "Pallle,** by the hair, or vice versa, depending upon
whet Is la the mind ©f the child who le fee conduct him. The 
game always ends rery hilariously*
••Monte Schellew 
9^ o play this game, the children double up their 
hands tat© ftsts, placing then alternately one on top of 
the ether* Beginning at the bottom, the leader touches each 
finger saying, "Monte &chelle; monte-1a5 *tit trou; casse 
com* (•Climb the ladder; climb it; little hole; break-neek"), 
until the top is reached*
Each person then removes his hands and imitates 
whatever the leader is doing while he says the following: 
•Soule, roule, *tit bar 11; celnl qui rife, celul qui parle, 
on l*appelle macaque (on lui donne une tappe)." ("Soil, roll 
little barrel; the one who laughs, the one who talks, we*11 
call a monkey4 or *wefll give a sound smack*")
Accordingly, whoever breaks the silence imposed by 
laughing or talking must "play the monkey" and do the bidding 
of the majority, or he must endure the corporal punishment 
inflicted* The duration cf the game is contingent upon the 
self—control of the players.
•lattes de Boeufs*
The leader places his hand, palm downward, on the
table* The next player lays hie on top, striking hard as he
dees so* 75ach in turn follows the preceding player.
The leader then removes his hand from the bottom and
with it smites the top hand* The others follow the procedure.
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*tte after
Since the game finally ends in a general scuffle as 
each tries to outdo M s  predecessor la the force of the slap 
the gives* we can understand the second reason for the name 
•Oxen Hoove®.*
H Simdoia 2)1t#
*$ls£on dii il faut aller* ia spoken by the leader* 
who * m eanwhile» telling the playerm to copy his actions, 
rubs his fingers, pain downward* in a circular motion on the 
table. Vhen he says, ”Sia$on dit 11 faut arrtter, * all 
step* Sose who know the game try to trick the uninitiated 
into stopping, by interrupting from time to time with,
*Allen® arrbter." Because, then, "Simeon* has not been 
named, those who stop the movement are administered a sound 
"piehenette,* fillip, on the forehead. The gam© continues 
until all are aware of the hoax.
"M&shre Sst Morte"
ill the players sit on chairs grouped around in a 
semi—circle. The player on one end says, "Mdmhre est morte* 
(* dr an dm a* s dead*). The second player asks, * Comment ©lie 
est nortet* ("How did she die?*) The first answers, "Gosame 
pm* f*ll1c6 that"), and begins to tap his loft foot on the 
floor. This is relayed by the second person to the third 
player, who in turn gives the message to the next, and so on 
until everyone Is tapping his left foot. The first player
Z2
again calls the attention of the obq seat©d next to hi® to 
tli# aavs that *Sraad»& Is dead*18 This tlmef upon being 
asked tli© manner of hoar death, he replies, •Like this,1* and 
tap# hi# right foot on the floor, continuing also ih© initial 
aoTesemi* fhls is transmitted to the rest of the player#
«to Imitate the first one. The game continues with the 
first player announcing each time, *M&shr© est merte,* and 
indicating the manner of her death by patting M s  right hand 
en his right knee, patting his left hand on his left knee, 
nodding his head rigorously, and finally rising from his 
eh air te continue the procedure, When the last player is 
performing all these antics, the game ends*
* Quell e OouleurT*
Bolding secretly behind his hack a thimbleful of 
water, the eaptaln announces that he Is thinking of a color,
He asks, •Quell© couleur?** Bach player la turn guesses the 
color* When one glres the correct answer, the captain rewards 
him by throwing the water Into his face*
"Aaei s Sur la Sellette*1
The players sit in a circle around the room* On© 
occupies a seat In the center* The leader, whispering to one 
player, accuses someone in the group of haring made a remark 
about the one in the center, and the information is relayed 
to each player in the same manner. When all know who the 
person is, the leader addresses the one in the center who has
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net 'been told the secret * 80a dti <ju® % * os a a sis sur la 
seXlette parse que tu reseemblea a ub macaque* Qui & dit 
1^8 t re* as si a sur la soil site parse qu© tu resst&mbles & un 
aaoaque?*' ("Saaeoae has said that you are si tting on the 
eulpri t * s seat h©cause you resemble a monkey* Who has said 
that you are sitting on the culprit’s seat because you re-* 
eemble a monkey? * ) The player guesses, and it he Is correct, 
he may change places with the one who called him a monkey*
*Cache* Cache la Bagne*
Bach player clasps hie hands together* The leader 
holds a ring between hie ova clasped hands and goes from one 
player to the next, each time pretending to drop the ring 
late the players* hands* hut in reality giving It to one* 
While so doing* he says each time* ‘•Cache, cache la b&gue; 
tu 1 * auras; tu 1 * auras pas.1’ (**Hlde, hide the ring; you 
will get It; you will net get it**} When the procedure is 
ewer* he addresses one player, M Qui a la bague?n (*Wko has 
the ring?*) If the player guesses correctly, he may replace
the leader* If net, the leader asks each one until the 
holder of the ring Is revealed*
Oiseau Tole
The players, seated, form a circle* One who has 
been named leader begins by saying, MOiseau vole,* at which 
all players must si mul tan sou sly lift their right hand® off 
their laps, Index fingers pointing outward* The leader con­
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tinues rapidly, naming varlauG birds, animale, or objects* 
e.g*, "Canard ▼©!#,* "Elephant role*M "Chaise vole,1 a to* 
fk« object la to confuse the players Into lifting a finger 
at the vroag time* If a child falls to make the proper 
me v em en t when a correct statement le made or move a when the 
ate tea eat Is false, ha must pay a forfeit. Usually this la 
la the fora of a "picheaette,H fillip, on the forehead*
#MariageH
Thi e requires four players, two of whom must not 
knew the game, These two are asked If they would like to 
play *marlage* and are named bride and groom* One of those 
who knew the game Impersonates the priest, another ‘becomes 
the attendant* fhe bride and groom kneel before the priest, 
who, after seme ceremony, addresses the bride, M Tu was garde? 
Jae4m.es pour ton marl I * (" Will you take Jacques for your
lawful spouse? *) To the groom, he asks, * Tu Tas garder 
Corlnne pour ta feme?* ( " Do you take Corinne for your 
lawful wife?*) This finished, they are told to kiss, and 
as they lean toward each other, the attendant grasps the 
groom* s feet and pulls him backward, causing hist "to kiss 
the floor.*
"Tire Daltlette"
The ^ame "Tire L&itlette” is the counterpart of 
* Blia&man * s Bluff." We note the only adjunct In the word© 
spoken over and orer by the leader: "Tire laltlette,** and
mthe U i a d s & a  who answers: ^SShne—mol drouett« (dreit).*
*5ir« laftlette* Is equivalent in meaning te 
■•ilk the co*.» »TirerH Is used in dialect instead of the 
French form >'trtlr«9* * te draw milk"; e.g., * tl a tlr£ la 
vaehe.*
•Laltlette* is an infantine term for the noun •milk^* 
•La Petite Belts A Manon*
One comes into the room saying, *J*ai la petite bolts 
A Manon qui centlent trots chose*: l*emlti£, embrasser» et
esif^iitr.1 (*! hare Manon*s little hex which contains 
throe things: love, kissing, and dismissal**1)
All together, the hors and girls asks * Qui aimes-ToosI* 
He then points to the one he loves* They asks **Qui embras- 
ses—vous?* He kisses the girl. *Qp.1 congAdl es-voust* (wbhen 
de yen dismiss?”) He points to the girl, and she goes hack 
te her place.
Outdoor Recreation 
Fishing **frouloulous**
An absorbing pastime for youngsters was to search 
backyards for the tiny holes in the ground in which dwelt the 
*treulonions.* Using a broom straw, the end of which held a 
minute dab of mud, the children spent long minutes endeavor­
ing to entice the insect out of the hole. If they were re­
warded with a slight movement of the straw, proof that the
3d
* treuloulou* v«8 1 aside, they slowly and cautiously pulled 
up the straw la order to gefc a glimpse of this mysterious 
creators whose hite was bell owed to ha "very poi sonous**
From Head vs learn that the * troulouleu" dsslgnatss 
the Fiddler Crab la places near the seacoast, whereas the 
mane demotes, to Aeadiams living farther inland, the larra 
9f a tiger beetle* He traces the forms *trouloulou,*
*teurleulou.* *touloulou,H which are all used in Louisiana, 
to a corruption of the Hfrench •Tourloarou, 1 *foot soldier* *d 
by * 9t f — metatheais* as shown by the first form, and "assist! —
lbtlejL of kh. *1 T* «• '1--1.'"4
A feta
■Hapt%®e-vatln*—-the Christening of the Lolls
For days in advance. the little mulatto and negro 
girls began preparations for dressing their M catins* * C* dollsto*
* toy babies,* in the patois sense) In the meat extravagant 
*baptlsaal robes* possible. lach smother4' selected a "god­
father* and a ^ godmother* for her child. One man was ap­
pointed or volunteered to officiate as "priest."
The *baptbae—eafcin" meant a day of gaiety for the 
elder generations as well. Since the most appropriate shady 
spot was selected, it was always ideal for serving a picnic 
dinner, including chicken, dressing, and salad. Lrlnhrs,
4
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cake* le® ere&»t pralines were served on request throughout 
the f&te« (haes of various kinds were an all-day attraction 
for all ages.
Following the "rites*1* the "congregation" went from 
one "baby* to the other* admiring the handiwork of its dress 
and paying compliments to the "mothers** fhe dolls exhibi­
ted were of all elsee* ranging from a pathetic length of 
three or four inches to the dimensions of a lire baby*
Outdoor Oamea 
"Train©, Trains* la Savate*
fhis game is very similar to the one known to 
Bagll sh— speaking children as * Drop the Handkerchief** except 
that in place of a handkerchief a large piece of cloth which 
has been twisted and tied to resemble a "tall" is used. The 
leader runs around the ring* saying* "Trains* trains, la 
savate* * tit la queue mouton coupde," ("Drag* drag* the old 
shoe* little tall of the lamb la cut,") The players answer* 
•Baa* baa," Secretively, the leader drops the "queue* 
behind one player* who* when he perceives It* grabs the 
tall* runs around the ring* chasing the leader until the 
latter resumes the place left vacant. The "tall" can be 
used to chastise any player, who* having dropped it, is over­
taken before he has reached a vacancy,
•Mas Infants* Mes infants* J* Tono Appelle*
The mother permits the children to play in the garden*
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Instead they go to their grandm© ther* s. noticing their 
disappearance, she calls them, saying, HJ f va© emvoyer mes 
chione derrifere roue autres** ("I*11 send ay dogs after
yos.# )
They tereaa 9 * On t’entend pas!H ("We don9t hear 
yon I*) She replies, T»e envoyer sa vaehe vous ohercher**
<*1*11 send ay eow after you.*) Again they shout, "On t*en- 
tend pas!"
The nether aases successively several things that 
she will send te convey then hack, hut each time they give 
the sens answer. Finally, when she threatens to send her 
whip er herself, they costs running hack, endeavoring to 
reach *h©ae* before she can "use her whip* on them*
fhe mother asks, "Oh vous autre® a $t£?* ("Where 
did you goT*) They answer, "Ches Hdm&re." ("At Grandma* s.*) 
m e  dialogue continues with "Quol vous autres a fait?" ("What 
did you do?")
•fourbi le plancher-* ("Scrubbed the floor.*)
"Quoi elle vous a donndl" ("What did she give you?*) 
"Bin sous," or "Cinquante piastres." Each child 
names a different amount.
"od tu l*as mis?" ("Where did you put it?*)
"Bans 1* grenier." ("In the loft.*)
"Si J* oasse men cou en allant I 9 chercher, vous 
autres va rire ou pleurer?" ("If I break my neck to go get 
the money, will you laugh or cry?*) The mother runs after 
fT*a children who say "Laugh* and uses the whip on them.
« Ten~ti-*oa-tea#
I*a fioutoa
&es ;*tit« Boiildit 
it ▼!eill e diftilttM
The mother sheep is sitting on the ground with her 
Ittlt aromad her. Soon they see the old witch approaching*
She is carrying a stick. Kneeling en one knee, she says, 
"foa-*U-oa**toa.* The aether answers, *Tombez, loreg." The 
procedure is repeated every few steps, and the same words 
are spoken*
When she is close enough, the old witch pretends to
©ry . *<^aoi (QpJest^ee quo) tu Teuxl* ("What do you want!41}
asks the nether*
*J* t c u x un • tit non ton*14 (*X want a lamb.* )
• Quo! t*as fait avee eela (celui) quo J* t*ai donnd 
hlert* ("What did you do with the one X gave you yesterday?*) 
continues the nether*
"Rais, J*ai et£ au hayou pour l&ver du grue (gruau),
et 11 a tonb£ dans l*eau et a noyd." ("I went to wash some
grits in the bayou,and he fell in and drowned•*)
The nother refuses to give another lamb, saying,
*Eetourne ches toi* Tfen auras pas."
The wlteh begins to cry anew and walks slowly away.
If hen the sobs grow louder and louder, the mother recalls her* 
*Ylens. J* vas t*en donner un autre. Choi sis cela 
(celui quo) tu wottac** ("Choose the on© you want.")
With her stick, she touches each lamb, smelling the
4©
ill© ©ad of tli© stick. Sew face registers distaste as she 
goes from one to the ether? finally she nods and leads away 
her choice*
Sometime later she returns* fhe same words are 
spoken as she approaches the group. When asked ah out the 
l a t  which she has Just taken* the witch replies* *Hier 
futai 11 Jouait dant 1 * ehemln* un wagon l*a derasl.*
(BTeeterday when he was playing in the road* a wagon ran 
ewer him.*)
The mother again gives In to the witch1 s tears* as 
she dees In each ease until only one lamh remains. The 
wi teh * s story Is different each times ”t?n chi on ©nragd 1 *a 
nerdu.** or *11 a mohtd dans un arhre et 11 a tomhe*R etc .
{•A mad dog hit him** or *He fell from a tree.*)
Hawing given away the second to last one* the mother 
hides the last lamh. When the wi teh returns* the mother con­
cedes te letting her search the *house* for the h&hy. The 
wlteh discovers it and takes It away.
On the following *dayt* she Is hack. When the mother 
inquires ah out the reason for this visit* the witch replies*
• JT* suit venu t*lnvlter pour souper avee mol.* (*I cam© to 
invite you to sup with me.*)
The mother asks* *11 y a des chlens chess toit* (*Are 
there any dogs at your house?*)
*0ui* male 11 s sent pas mauvais.* (“Tea, hut they 
are net mean.* )
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Th© mother, reftssurad, goes bo the wi tehf s for 
supper, When they have finished eating, the hostess asks 
if the aether sheep would like to take a look at th© garden* 
*$a © *eet (weici) lee earotlee, lee navets, le® choux** etc., 
and. the witeh names all the vegetables in the garden* While 
the aether ie admiring the plants* th© witch signal® to her 
doge (the children who played th© part of lambs)* They 
chase the mother hack te her home*
*Les *Tlts Moutona Bor&s*
Te play "The Little Gilded Lambs** one child Is 
selected to he the mother sheep; another* the wolf* The 
rest of the children held hands and stand behind the mother*
The wolf gathers twigs and pretends to build a fire* 
The mother mores closer and teases the wolf by holding out 
her foot and saying* *J* was dlfalre ton feu.* ("I •11 undo 
your fire**) The wolf answers, *«T* was prendre un *tit 
men ton* ” and at the same time he snatches one of the lambs 
which are trying to escape.
The procedure Is repeated until the wolf has 
stolen all the "•tits moutons dor£s.* At the end* the mother*
In despair because all her children are gone* throws her­
self off a "cliff.* The lambs* seeing this and being unable
to eeeape, cry out, *Baa, baa."
Potable likenesses to the Trench "Lee *Tlte Moutons 
Pords* are contained in a game entitled * Chi ckeray* Ohlckaay* 
Craney-Crow* found in the Cjj^r,option edited by John Herring*-
is? u&rak'/ /■;
tea Go t , This Illinois game Is given below:
The gene begins by choosing a ^Xeader* 
and the * old witch.1* Then they To n  a circle, 
the *old wit oh* taking her place inside and 
pretending to he picking up sticks to make a 
fire* The children la the ring circle around 
and sing:
Chickaay, Chickany, craaey crow*
Went to the well to wash his tee*
When he got hack his chickens were gone-*
What tine is it* old witch?
The "old witch** answers any hear that suits 
her fancy* whereupon* the circling halts and 
the *leader* and the *old witch* held the 
following dialogues
headers What are you doing, "old witch*?
Old Witch: Picking up sticks*
leader: What for?
Old Witch: To build a fire.
headers What do you want to do with a fire?
Old Witch: To cook a chicken*
Leaders Where are you going te get the chicken?
Old Witch: Out of your flock*
Thereupon the children run in ©very diree— 
tion, the *eld witch1* trying to catch one and 
the *leader* trying to prevent it* When she 
succeeds in getting a * chicken? she takes it 
to the fire and asks* *How do you want to be 
cooked?* As soon as the answer Is given, the 
*old witch* goes through the process of dress­
ing and cooking the *chicken* according to the 
nethod named. The gene grows more exciting 
and arduous as it goes on* It is necessary for 
the *©ld witch* to be one of the swiftest 
runners* Saeh "chicken* as It Is caught ceases 
to be a part of the game.®
"C&cher Foust*
Th© leader hide® a whip while the player® hold
their hands in front of their eyes* When he announces tha
he 1* ready, they hegln the search for the whip, ftacth one 
suet keep an eye on hie neighbor, for the on® who ie success­
ful in finding it ie entitled to use it on all those near 
him who haw® net returned to the spot from which they started*
* Gue 11 e Soup *
A hall is thrown ewer the roof of a small hull ding 
by a player who says, "Guette loup.w (“le on the lookout 
for the wolf*") The catcher, to signify that he Is ready 
and waiting, replies, *71 re leup•9 ("Shoot the wolf**) He 
then prepares to throw the hall to the first player, repeat­
ing the same words*
This gane is amusing te children who are learning 
to handle a hall*
CHAPTKR 111 
TAL1S
Tli$re aT« two main types of tales in the oral liters— 
tare ef Loui siana: the Marc hen or fairy tales and the ani­
mal stories. Students of folk lore hare traced the former 
f to India and Europe; the latter to Africa. In addition to 
these traditions there hare teen American Indian and Canadian 
influesc as. Per those reasons# we find In the folk tales of 
many foreign lands and those of our sister states plots and 
characters which appear essentially parallel to ours*
Like the ballads, the tales brought over from the 
hemeland serred in many eases as the only literature avail­
able to people who settled in sparsely populated regions, 
especially those persons who could not read and write. As 
these stories were transmitted by word of mouth frost genera­
tion to generation, they underwent many changes. Occasional­
ly parts were forgotten and others substituted for these; 
generally the tales were modified to conform to the surround­
ings in which these people lived*
The stories in this collection are written In the 
Acadian dialect as they were related to the writer.
The Legend of foolish John
The art ef story-telling Is disappearing from sections
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is which 1 egends and tales had so long been preserved, For­
merly there was so sore enjoyable pastime .for the Kve3.11iesn 
and the rainy days which kept children indoors than that of 
recounting the innumerable nonsensical escapades of the ini — 
ml table Jean Sotte. Hearing about this foolish ono, who* 
despite the solicitude of & devoted mother* grew store stupid 
day by day* always meant a fresh delight for the youngsters* 
Tram the studies made by Calvin Claudel we learn of
t
the existence in the folk literature of many lands of a 
character who exhibits a close similarity to the Jean So 11 e 
of Southwestern Louisiana*
Foolish John appears as Juan Bobo in 
Sp&aish— speaking countries* In Joseph Mm 
Carriers1* Tales from the Trench Folklore 
of Wlseouri he appears in the tale "Ben 
Hangeur* ("Good Hater*)* p. 304* also in 
the story * John B-ftte pis John Sage* ("John 
the Stupid and John the TVis©*) and "Jacques 
Pataud"("Jack Slewfoot*). He appears as 
"Jean So fete” In Alee© Tortierfs collection* 
houlsiana ToIk— Talas* In T * H. Lee's Li t tie 
Stories to Tell he appears In "Jack and his 
hother;* in It. K« Busk's The folk-lore of 
Home* as "The Booby;" In T. 71. Lae's Folk 
Tales of All Hattons, as "Silly Matt;" In J.
Jacobs' Q el ti c Fairy Taleff. as "Jack and his 
Master;* in Dr. £• H. Campbell's Santal Folk—
Tales* as "The Story of a Simpleton;" In Joel 
Chandler Harris' Evening Tales, done into 
jEngll sh from the Trench of Frederic Ortoli, 
as "Loony John.*3.
J can Sotte
Ha* fel s Jean So fete coupait un* tranche d’arbre. I*
1
quoted from "The Legend of Foolish John" by Marie 
Theriot and Marie La Hays* Southern Folklore quarterly. VII
( 1 9 4 3 ) ,  1 M *
t'lialt ml a am bout d f la branch®.
0m ho® mft passe, regarde Jean Sotte, ©t lui dlls 
Hale* Jamal ft* tu vaa tomber si tu restes au bout 
d* la branch©* Met a** tel dome sur l*autre bord, pr^s dm corp* 
(tro&c).
Jean Sette 1 1 ^ coute pas, ©t mm moment ap r^s* quand 
la branch© casse, 1 * tomb© par terre, 1 * s* live rite on 
diftant;
Sam. c 4t heatme dolt Atr© 1* bom Bleu* X4 connalt 
prJdlre las chosea.
It i* part eur son mulet 4 trois pat tea pou4 reacon- 
trer 1 'boaat.
H *ftl©m. a* eieu, I4 crle. Tu dels btre 1* bon Dieul 
l*ai tenbA tel quo tu a 4 as dit. Dl s-mol dome * e'i1 vous 
plait, qu&nd J# ▼©« aourlr.
Quaad tom mulet aura but© trol e foie* tu t&s tomber 
mart* l 4homo© rlpond.
Blen merel. St Jean Sett© continue eur eon cb'raln»
Avant blen longtemps* 11 arrive i urn fosse ©t X 4 
mulet fait um faux pas.
/kb. dit Jean Sette* l 4 m 4em rest© que deux.
Arrlvant A un deuxlfeae fossd* l 4 mulet but© ©mcore* 
Ben. ga a'en rest© eeulement un autre.
X* rep rend la route. TFn peu plus loin, 11 arrive A 
um autre fosad* et 1 * mulet bronoh© encore.
Ofa. oh* Jean Sotte orle. Cm c4 est la fimS C 1©et 
la trolelbaa folft* et J4 aulz aort.
Sa at east $a» i 9 s* Jette par terre et rest© s&ns 
grouiller.
I 9 aoade passalent dans 1* diem 1 n troutont Jean
Sette Sterndu coaste mort.
..Jpaurre p 9tit, lie disent. I * a fill s* fair® dm **1 
*4* la tbte et $a l*a tud. All one I 1 ramasser et 1 * emmener 
etts ea a&iaii,
I9 part arte. Male* am milieu dm bo is if y avalt 
trela ch'aiat qul »• eroisalsmt. X * a* demands!ent quel dee 
eh9mine 1* fallalt prendre.
Jean So tie* quand 11 a entendu ca, a* 1&to assl s et
lee lit:
Ben, quand J fdtals rivant, mol* J1 paeeais toujour1 
let* et 1 9 lee montre quel chfmln prendre.
Lee beiaes dtalent el fhohd dm tour hfcte 1 Jean Sot to 
qu*l* l*ont laehd, et 11 a tomb< par terre el fort que 9a 
l9a tme e* comp It.
One day foolish John was cutting a branch from a 
tree* He vas sitting on the end of the branch.
A man going by saw foolish John and said to him, "Of 
all things! Torn will fall with the branch. Get on the other 
side* near the trunk.*
foolish John paid no heed to the man1© words. Xt 
was not long before the branch broke off, and down went 
foolish John. Setting up quickly h© said, "Well, that man 
must be Sod. He knows the future."
And off he went on tls three-1 egged mule in pursuit 
of the non. ”Kister» Ifister, * he erled• *You must he. Oo&i 
S fell Just as you had warned a®. fell me, please, when I 
ehall die.*
•When your aule will hare stumbled three times, you 
will fall dead,* the man answered*
*fhank you very much.* foolish John continued on
hi a way*
Before he had traveled very far, he arrived at a 
Hteh* Els mule stumbled*
•Ah,* exclaimed foolish John, *enly two more left** 
Crossing a second ditch, the mule again made a 
•faux pas** *Well, only one after this,* lamented the stupid 
m e *
Ee continued on his Journey. A little farther was a 
third ditch, and of course the three-legged mule made another 
false step*
•Oh, ehi* cried John. *£hat*s the end* Itfs the 
third tine, and I • m dead.*
Saying this, he flung himself off the mule and re­
mained motionless.
Soon some people walking by saw Poollah John stretched 
out as If he were dead. *Poor little one,* they said, *a 
terrible blew in the head must have killed him. L©t*s pick 
him up and carry him to his mother1 s house.*
On they went with him. Soon, however, they came to 
a crossroad. They began debating which road to take.
4©
Foolish John* hearing this, opened his eyes and said* 
•Well* When I was alive, I always need this road*® and he
indicated the correct one*
The men were ao angry at Foolish John for having 
played such a silly stunt that they let him fall as hard as
they could* This tine he really died.
* S?1t—J©an-Sans-P eur
The next legend, *fT1t-Jean-Sans-Feur,* is one which* 
according to the studies of it made by Hiss Or ace Partridge 
Snith, •belongs to a distinct type of folktale, one that has 
received little, If any, attention.*^ She cites an Illinois 
version of the sane story, pointing out that variants of It 
are to be found in Canada, Arkansas, Alabama, Florida, Worth 
Carolina, and Southern Missouri*
Father sent ny little brother out after the 
cows* He didn’t cone back and he didn't oome 
back* Finally, Father said, *01 mme a sheet,
X 9m going to scare the daylights out of that 
kidi* So Father got a sheet and threw it 
around his shoulders* Then he rushed out of 
the yard toward the pasture where the cows 
were supposed to be rounded up* He was fol­
lowed closely by a pet monkey which had grabbed 
a towel and wrapped It arouad himself In imi­
tation of his master* When Father reached the 
hillside, he covered up his head with the sheet, 
and, waving his arms, wandered up and down the 
path looking for his boy* The monkey did the 
sane* Finally they heard the boy1a voice cry­
ing out, "Bun, Big 'Fraid, run; Little *Fraldtll 
get you*"®
Grace Partridge Smith, "The European Origin of asr 
Illinois Tale," Southern Folklore Quarterly, 71 (1942), 93
3
Ibid.* p« 89*
Mi as Smith caserns that *ihe prefatory incident ©f 
WilliejR, his father* and the monkey9 ©an he traced to Euro­
pean eouroee, and aha quotes six Old World Tariants of the 
same tale* the oldest of which is Welsh*^ *!?htg one* she 
states * evidently goes hack to the l?th century,** and **lts 
preservation must he attributed to the local and ethnographic 
peculiarities ©f rural Wales* quite different in this respect
m
from those prevailing in England**
Because of the existence of these versions* Miss 
Snlth concludes “that the story has undergone a process of 
progressive decay* and * that it must have reached America In
A
the fore of a local legend**
fhe St* Landry variant foilowes
r* \
 ^^ X* y avalt un* fois un 9 tit gar$on qu 9 avalt Jamais
eu pour d 9 rien* Sa uasas et son papa aim slant pas voir $a* 
pare 9qu* i 9 oralgnalent toujours que qudqu9chose 1 *auralt 
arrlvd. 8*11 dtait si brave* alors i # s9auralt Jamals apergu 
du danger*
I1s avalent beau lul racoatsr toutes series & 9hi»— 
telres qui falsalent dresser les cheveux sur la t&te de 
presume n #import© qui* Hals tant qu9h * It t-JT ean 9a l v change— 
alt pas* X* pouvalt aller dans l 1 hols quand i* faisait noir 
s o m e  on has la terre et 11 avalt pas peur* L* aolr k n*im­
ports quelle heure s9!! entendai t du train dans l 9 poulalller*
4 6Ibid** p • 90* Ibl i** p* 93.
5
Ibid** p. 91
m.
1* t* levelb allAii fotf pourquoi l©e ponies crialeat.
Sa mam an ©t sen papa essay a lent tenJours penser b. 
an reabde, 9a las tracessalent tamt.
_ J 1 dolt, quand-mfeme» avoir un4 man!©re it 1 4 fair© 
pour, 14 •* di ealent.
Quelquss Jours avaat la Tonssaint, um id£e ent v ,nu 
sum parents.
 B©a, si 1 1 m fa rien dans l f monde lei qui pout
fairs pour a Jeant 1* y a blen 1 *autre aonde> if s9 disent.
Alore, sans rien dire It son gargon, l*homme va an 
village et leue trois singes avec un homne qm1avalt un p 4tit 
eirque.
L 4 apr&s—sldi la maaan dit & 9$i t Jeans
Gber. 1* n 4a nn* choae que t'as pas fait encore, et 
$s e 9est allor dans 1 * elmltlbre quand lss revenants 6talent 
dsters. I* faudra qu1 tu nous montre si tu peui all or & 
alnuit so soir et narebar parml lee tombea et les fosses.
Quoad la nult s9est fait, 1 ‘hemme a convert les singes 
aveo d9 la farine et les a amends au eimlti&re. On dirait 
qu9 e9etait eomme un fait exprbs, qudqu4un etait v *nu foulller 
am fosse I 9 sfeme Jour. L*homm© pouvalt, alors, mettre les 
singes dans l v trou. A minult quand lf sffest apergu qu© Jean 
v 9malt, I9 va s9 oacher derrlbre une tombs pas trop loin d*o&
les singes Jtalent.
*T1t-Jean. i• crie dan4 un voix tremblaats, 1Ti t~
Jsam.
Et aprds un moments
®i I 1home a * parti* quittant son gar gem tout soul.
* M t —Jean a coisenc^ charcher partout pour trouver 
q u i qui 1 1 a m i t  appall* X I avance dans la direction du 
treu at regards dedans* Qa lui resseablaieBi trois hosmes 
urea las ’bras Itendme*
X9 eaaprauait qu9i9 demands! eni qu*!9 las aid© k 
sartlr d* 1 * fosse* ga fait 1* las donna la main* A mesmre 
fa*i lea sartai t lea singes 1 * entour&lent at l f regards!t* 
Cheque meuTaaent qu9if falsalt, 4 9 falsa!ant tel*
▼one autres c*©st das asprits? I9 las dem&ade*
Fas dv ripense*
Ban, tous autras doit stir an fttre* si tons autres 
pari a s pas. J f pause tous autras ast t9bu af amuser un pen 
ea M i r  comma e 9est la Tailla d s l f Tous saint* Et j* pause 
m i  autras a pas I 9 droit causer area l 9 mends* Comment ga. 
s9ralt si | 9 rentalt sal Jouer areo tous autras? Quoi tous 
autras alma9 Jouer? Oh, sals, e 1est Trai tous autras parie• 
pas.
9 T1 t-Jean prend k faire das p 9tits courses dans 
1 9 all la du clmltlfere at las singes I 1 suirent, faisant tel 
quf lui. Blautdt 1 * las fait tanlr las mains at Jouar des 
P 9tits Jaux qu9! 9 Joualt arac sas amis k l9loole.
Son papa Italt oaohl k la porte du oimitibra. 
quand 11 a tu ga, 11 a retournl chess lui en s9 lam ant ant.
XI a raco&tI k sa femme ga qu9aTalt arrivl.
quand la Jour Italt preaqua ll, 9 T11—3 ean arrive?
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I* dtt# ©u un bon temps3 I*es
©sprite jouent encore mi eux qu* I* monde* I* »* disputant
pas*
Son papa at sa mam an a perdu ©spoir d© jaials fair© 
pemr d 'Tit-Jean*
There was once a littie bey who had never bees
afraid, of anything* His mother and father were uneasy over
this situation, because they were always thinking that some­
thing would happen to him* Being so brave, he would never 
reeegnize danger.
In vain they related all sorts of gruesome tales that 
■ade alnost everybody's hair stand on end. As for 'flt—Jeau, 
these things didn't worry him in the least* He could go into 
the woods when it was plteh black, and he was never fright­
ened* At any hour of the night when he heard noise in the 
ehloken house, he got up to investigate why the chickens 
were restless*
His aether and father were always trying to think of 
a remedy for this boldness because it worried them so much*
•There must be a way to frighten hlm,w they persis­
ted*
A few days preceding All Saints* Bay, an Idea cam© 
to the parents*
•Veil* If there is nothing In this world to alar® 
him, there's something in the next world,” they said*
S4
Without letting his sou find out about it, the man 
went to tova &ad rs&tsd three ape© £2*003 a man who had a 
small circus*
la the afternoon th© mother told her eon, «Bear, 
there*© oae more thing left to test your bravery* That i« 
to go late the cemetery on the or© of All Saints* when the
it
epir 11s are out of the graves* Yon must show us if you can 
go there at twelve o*clock tonight and walk among the tombs 
and graves*"
When night came, *Tit-Jeanfs father powdered th© 
apes with flour and took them to th© cemetery. To his good 
fortune, a grave had been dug the same day* He could, them, 
place the apes in the hole* At twelve o ’clock, when he 
heard *^it-J©an approaching the cemetery, he hid behind a 
tomb not far from the apes*
**?it-Jean,* he cried in a trembling voice, being 
careful to disguise it* * * Tit—Jean.11
After a moment he called out again* w *T11-JcanJ 
Come here!* And off he went, leaving th© boy alone*
*T1t-Jean began to search everywhere to find who had 
called him* He advanced in the direction of the hole and 
looked inside* What he saw seemed to him three men with 
arms outstretched*
Understanding that they wanted him to assist them in 
leaving the grave, he gave them a hand* Ao ha helped them 
out, they stood around him and looked at him closely* They 
imitated every movement that he made*
you spirit si* he asked them.
Whoa ho received a© answer, he eontinued, *V©11, 
you amst ho if you doa*t talk. t guess you earns out tonight 
to have & little fun since ii*s the eve of All Saints1, 
dad 1 Imagine you don’t have the right to chat with people. 
Sou would It he if 1 stayed here t© play with yout What 
do you like to playt Oh, hut, I had already forgotten. You 
ean*t talk anymore.*
•fit—Jean began to romp down th© paths in the ceme­
tery. the three following hiss. Later he showed them how 
te hold hands to play the games he had learned at school 
along with his friends.
In the meantime, his father was hidden near the 
cemetery gate, Yhen he saw what was going on, he ^©at home 
in disappointment, lamenting over his fate of having such & 
bey* He told his wife what had occurred,
Just before daybreak, *fit-Jean arrived* *Maise,* 
he said, "I had a fine time with the spirit si fhey are even 
better playmates than real people. They don*t quarrel.*
His mother and father lost all hope of ever teaching 
him the meaning of fear. His name remained *Tit-Jean—Sans—
F eur.
*yit~houis, Fin-Voleur
The character Fln-Voleur is a part of th© French 
folk lore of Missouri also, as proved by the inclusion of a
Mstory enti tled *Fia To 1 eur ou Les Pant cmflee d'Or41 la the 
eolltoiion of OF* M. C a r r l TJpou comp&ri soa, the Mlosoa- 
rt tale &ad tio St* Landry version which follows do not in— 
dleate too wide a divergence in that Fia-Yoleur is striving 
for the hand of the girl he loves and la order to attain 
this sad he is forced to commit theft under very difficult 
{though somewhat different) circumstances* In each case he 
proves victorious, winning the princess In the end*
We note the absence, however, of the supernatural 
element In Carrlhre*s story* In the tests to which th© 
master thief is put there is no mention of Boxen with horns 
of solid geld,t nor *the music hex that played upon being 
touched* * There I e no devil living upon earth and rearing 
a family*. These details were as perfectly reasonable and 
acceptable to the primitive mind as they are to the very 
young child of today who lives in an Imaginary world*
"T ^  fTit—Louis, Fin-Yoleur, s*£tait amourache d* la
fills dm rol* Farce qufi4 trouvalt 9 Tlt-Louie un peu trap 
bases class®, l 9 rol voulait pae donner les consentem©nta 
as mariags* Gfpendant, 4Tit—Louis Italt dltermial d*avoir
g
la fllle. X4 s 9 vaats de sea canaillerles, dlsant qu#l9
7
Carriers, on* clt*, p p * 26S—389*
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The word Hcaa&illeriea* is used in the Acadian dia­
lect in the sease of "eepi&gleries** ("clever tricks® ) instead 
of in the Standard French sense of *frlponneri©s» {"low 
tricks® ),
pourrait voler a tea aa Stable. quand- 1* ait 9a. la chose
ten he &u goUt da ref* pare® qnf 11 aval t long temp© eu envi ©
tee chose* |i« e* vieux Stable qui restait paa trop loin 
avalt.
— ^Ben. J* te presets t* donner na fill® si tu peux 
■ * voler e 1 que e 1 tisux dlabl® a*
%* complot est fait, et quand la mil t vleat, # Tl t-
Louis •*approchft ehes 1* diahle. 1 # sf cache dorrier© un 
arbre jusqu*dt 1 * volt qu* persona© est autour. I1 grimp© 
dan 1 1 * arbre et aonte eu* 1r tranche qui donne au* un1 
feattre da greater.
II eatre et cherche partout. Avanh longteraps I* 
dteouvre dan4 un coin trot* on quatrs sacs d*or et d (argeat.
I1 lee vole et retoarae ohes lui.
 Ben* dit 1# rol, c*est ton, mala 1 ’ visux dlable
a qalqa'chosa encore que J % veusr. 0 fcRt un* pal re d* boeufa 
qu*a dee conies en or aoli&e. Bt ©vec 9a, J* veux la oh&- 
rette qui va avec.
Tia—Yoleur perd pas d* temps. I* va dans I ’ecurie 
du diable, s* cache, et quand 11 a tu qu# tout 1 * sonde dor- 
malt, attelle les hoeufs et part avec eur*
1* rol £talt pae encore prd* A donner sa fille*
• Ti t—Loui s, J * suis pas encore satlssfaltj va encore* 
et epperte~"0 Oi la belle musique qu^ lf liable a cachl dans 
sa sal son.
FIn-Voleur a blen corapris qu* c#£t&it 9a 1*affaire 
qu#£tatt plue dur* paroe que la smsiquo ^oualt d’elle mtee
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quoad oss. la tottebaits mats* pourtaat* eon gotLt pour la fill©' 
dm roi dtait toujour a parsll. X* eartit M § a  qi* 1 * roi 
auralt pas chaagd ton ill®, et* vu qu«il aval t rSu&si Jusqu1 
& la, la mellleure cho s© dtalt de prendre 1©® rl aquas ©t 
continuer•
X* retourne» rentre ©neore dans la Raison, male la 
fola pa* c f£t&it du tracaaJ lf fallalt fair© attention d*  
pas fairs de train pour rdveiller 1 # Stable st sa fanllls*
A t s re e cfcercher, Fin—Teleur ilco^vre la mu si quo caches 
dans la sails 1 Sanger*
late, oaf ini Fa la touchant, la must que comisenc;© k 
Jeuer, st Fin—Teleur part pou+ s* sauver? mala les ©11018©® 
qui 4talent dans son ebfmli* tombent avec taut d* train (bruit) 
quo 1 * <51 able s# rdTsllls st prsnd 'FI s*
gfe. coquin, 1 * dit, grtnchant (grincant) see dents* 
*Pu vas regretter sue t*as eesayd lei. pars* que J* va® 
t# tuor.
Fin—Toleur, toujours pr4* 1 rdpondre, dit au Atable* 
Hal 9 * tu pouac pa® ® f tuer A cft1 1? eure* * Cards 
eoase Jf euis salgre. I* faudra m * engralsser un peu*
C» est blen vrnl, approuve l f d table et 1* wet 
Fla—Tolsur on cage*
Fla—Toleur Toulai t na&ger seulemeni &e© poules r© tie® 
st du ri z.
Aprde qufcqu* temp® 1 * dlable trouve Fin-Voleur assert
gra® et 1 ’ dit k sa femmes
Prepare l f diner et mot J* vac invltsr nos amis*
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La vleille djahless© envoi® sa p»tit© fill® eeuper 
to hois peu# mettre l 9eau au feu. Male la p*tlte fill© 
peuvalt pas 1* couper pare* qu'elle dtalt trop faille.
Hn-Tolfttir volt sa chance.
i9 dit d9 sa cage, si tu veux* mot $* peui
couper ten he! a*
La p 9tlte pense un pen et repond»
1 • faudr&it t9 lalsser sortir &9 h9 cap* 
fu pourras a* remettr© aprds.
^Jklors, J1 vas demander a Marne.
La djahlesee etalt en arrltre aprd9 enfller see cem* 
teams. Slle dlealt eette prifcre;
_0hl»gal«8hs*eftee. ou-salne-souj efai-gui-»ha-ga©wv 
©u—suine— sou; €hl-gai-«ha*gaow, ou-sain©-sou.
Marne, J* peux pas couper I 1 hole* male 1 ‘hojame s 9a 
4it el j* 1 * lalsse oortir d 9 la cage 1* va 1 * fair© pouf 
tel.
Ah. hast* lalsse-le falrc. 11 eat trop gras quand— 
mtae peu9 s9 eauver. Pr end a les clefs sur ma ceinture.
La p*tlte djablesse ©uvr© la cage. Pia-Voleur ra- 
t&ese la faache, fait seahlant de frapper la bUche, male au 
lieu d 9 pa* i v donne un coup 1 la p ftlte derrl&re la t&te.
19 s^avance pres d9 1 * place ©9l la vieill© djahlesse 
©at* s* cache, approche sans fair© du train* ©t lui denn© 
un parell coup.
I9 monte en hant, vole la muslqua. descend* met 1* 
feu h la mai son. et s • sauve.
It* rol lui donne sa fills sa war!age.
* Ti t-Loul s. Sly— TSxl ef* b scame enamoured of th© 
king’s daughter* Because h© thought that *$it-X»«mis vas 
of tu a lev st class* the kl&g would not con sent to th© 
M rriage* Still* 1 Ti t~*I»ouI 3 was determined to have th© 
girl. He toasted of his ability to play cl eve? tricks* 
say lag that he could steal from the devil himself. When he 
said that, it was much to the king1© liking, for he had long 
desired some of the possessions of the devil who lived not 
far away.
*Well, I promise to give you my daughter If you can 
steal what this devil has** And the scheme vas completed*
When night came, ’fit-Louls approached the devil #s 
hams and concealed himself behind a tree. When he saw that 
no cue was around, he climbed onto the branch of a tree that) 
vat dos e  to an attic window.
He entered and looked everywhere. Soon he discovered 
in one corner three or four bags of gold and silver. #3?lt-* 
Louis stele them and returned to the king1 s.
■Well, « said the king, "that Is good, but this old
devil has something else that t want— hi9 oxen with horns 
of solid gold. And with that, the cart to which he hitches 
them. *
Without losing any time, Sly-Thl ef went Into the
devil * a barm* hid* and when he saw that all th© family was
still asleep, he hitched the oxen and departed for the king's
<n
hens*
The klig was not yet ready to give up his daughter.
•♦*1 t-houls, I «  act yet sati ofled; go there a gal a* and 
bring hack to me the flue music her that 1© hidden in the 
ltrllft heuse."
Sly— Thief understood very el early that this was the 
hardest task of all* because this music box played automati­
cally upon being touched; hut* still* hie taste for the
’‘■s,
king*s daughter had net changed* He knew very well that the 
king would not go hack on hie word* and since he had been 
se successful thus far* the host thing to do was to take 
the risk and continue.
He returned* re-entered the devil*© heme* hut this 
time* It was difficult} He had to he careful not to make 
any noise that night awaken the devil and his family* After 
a lengthy search* he discovered the music hex hidden in the 
dining room.
hut, alms* upon his touching It* the hex began to play* 
and Sly—Thief attempted to escape* hut the chairs which were 
in the way fell on the floor* causing so much noise that the 
devil arrived and captured lTit-X»ouie.
•Ah, rascal* * he said* gritting his teeth, "you 
shall regret that you tried that here* because I am going 
to kill you*"
Sly-Thl ef, always quick to reply* cunningly thou#tl 
of an answer* "But you can• t kill me right away. Se© how 
Skinny X am. Yeufll have to fatten me a little*"
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■That** true,» approved the devil, a ad he placed 
la & cage.
*fl 1-iUui t would eat only roasted chickens and rice* 
After a while, the devil, thinking that his prisoner 
wee fat enough, told his wife, ^Prepare the dinner, and 
Ifll go invite our friends to eat with us*#
The devil*s wife sent her little daughter to chop
wood to huild a fire for hoi ling the water. But the little
girl tried in vain to heave the &z; she was too weak.
Sly—Thief* perceiving this* saw his chance. »Ghbre,#
he spoke from his cage* *X can chop the wood for you.#
The little girl thought for a while, then replied*
■But it would he necessary to let you leave the cage.#
■Ton can put me hack in later.*
■Then I*11 go ask M&asa.«
The little glrl*s mother was behind the kitchen, 
sharpening her knives, and meanwhile reciting this lncaata- 
tlems *Ghi~gul—aha-gaew, . ©u—sain ©-sou* chi -gui- sha-gao w , 
ou—ealne— sous ©hi—gul—sha—gaow, ou— sal as— sou • *
■Marne, X ean*t out the wood, hut the man said that 
If 1 let him out, he*ll do it for me.*
■Oh, let him do it. He's too fat to run away, any-
how. Take the key s. off my belt.*
The little one opened the cage* Sly- Thi ef picked up 
the ax, pretended to let it fall upon the log, hut, instead, 
gave the child a blew with it behind the head.
Creeping slowly bo th© ©pot where th© mother was* 
he gave her a similar stroke*
TFp the stairs he vent to th© aev hiding-place of 
the sesle Vox, seised it, and* "before departing, set fire to 
the devil * s home.
This time, the king gave ’fit-Louis his daughter la 
earrlage*
The Animal Stories
In particular favor with Louisiana French*©peak!eg 
children are the animal stories. The wealth of thi© type of 
lore, Galvin Claudel telle us, *I« doubtless a contribution 
ef the Negro *« memory of jungle life and possibly some Is 
the contribution of American Indians**1 S© adds* also, that 
we are indebted to Trench realism for 41 the wit and cunning 
of these characters as they are developed*
Bouqui et Lapin 
Among the animals that are given the power to act 
and speak like human beings* the best loved are * .3ouquI,f and 
•hapin.* Bouqui is the stupid goat that gets the worst of 
any bargain. Always he must be outwitted by Lapin* who* 
despite his disadvantage of weakness, manages to triumph 
through cleverness*
9
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Bouqui . ert Lapin res talent ams emhls. TTn jour, apr^s 
qa*iX avalt asullld, Bouqui dl t k Lap ini
• J 5**®! temps pou* pi an tor las patat®«„ 41 Ions noma: 
Iffftr isa&la 4 tonne t»ure at prendre mate "bonne itanag, Com** 
ptro.
Lend amain matin lf sent partis avant-Jour. Compare 
IsUfKi s*est *1« I 1 *ouvrag© pom* «%me» male Lapin fal *alt 
Juste eeuhlant travail lor*
Tout &*un coup, t* pen so k un excuse*
OK. Coup&re Bouqui, 1 * dit. Scout©, i* sent aprds
**appeler p®nf an fcaptte© cailn. 1* f&mdra qu* J* vas ttr®
parvaln. B-t i* part.
Tim deml-heure plus tard Lap in arrive.
Comment 1 * nos I U  catln? demands Compare Bouqui. 
Brota quarts, rdpond Lap!a.
Bouqui treuvslt qu* c*4tait un* drole de manihre 
pou* appeler sa p*tit. sals 11 a rien dit.
font1 la Journde e*dtait la *$«© chose.
Bcoute. Compare Bouqui. t* a*appellent pou* un 
autre hapttoe.
St pauvr© Bouqui pouvait rien dire. Chaqme foi s que
Lapin rev*aalt 1* no* 41 1# catln dtalt*
Tin quart. 
gratte~au~fond.
L* solr Bouqui retourae ©h©« lut. Pans X* has dtt 
garde~*aag*r 1* treuve vide X* gallon qu#il avalt latest
plela 4-t mi*l X* matin. 0*dtalt 9a loe baptises catlns & 
0emp&re lapia!
Bouqui and Lapin lived together. One day after a 
rain, Banjul told Lapin* #Xt*s tine to plant ©nr potatoes. 
Let** get up early tomorrow morning and get a good start."
On the next morning they left at daybreak. Oomphre 
Banjul began working in earnest, Lut Lapin only made a pre­
tense ef it*
til ef a sudden he thought of an excuse* *0h, Com- 
pbr© Bouqui # * he said* * Listen, someone is sailing me to 
assist at a dell ehrl stoning* They want me to he godfather 
And eff he went*
A half—hour later, Lapin returned* "What did they 
name the baby?" asked Bouqui*
•Three—fourths** answered Lapin.
How Bouqui thought that was a rather peculiar name 
far a baby, hut he did not say anything*
All day long the same thing happened. "Listen, 
Suspire Bouqui* They are calling me to another baptism."
Peer Bouqui could say nothing* Bach time upon 
Lapin*s return, the name of the doll was, in success! out 
* One—half•*
•Last quart•*
"All gone**
That night when Bouqui returned home, upon going to 
his pantry, he found empty the gallon Jar x/hioh he had left
full ef honey that morning, $hat had heea Compare Lapin* s 
ehrlsteningl
Rouget et Alleon
Un* foie !• y arait ma* grande man oho pas heauooup 
loin 4*lel. Bane 1& manehe un gros hoeuf sessi Rouget dtal t 
1* m l .  Atsc see grandee cornea polntnes i* guettait la 
n&nehe at lalasalt pas aueuaa autrea heeufs Strangers 
panear.
Un lour pendant qu* Rouget avalt did manger u n  pen 
d*herhe dans 1& eavane A un volslm, un Jeume p*tlt hoeuf 
nolr entre dan e la manehe. Les vac has, qu* avalent peur 
A4 la eelAre A Rouget, avaneemt chfcd All eon et lui dlts
 Male, men, Tones pas lei, •Tit Homines G*eat i d
la manehe A It’sleu Rouget. 2 1 Ta Aire fAchd que t o u s  eet 
T tnu lei et 1* Ta t o u s  hattre comme 1 * fait avec tous les 
teeufs qu*essayemt eatrer dans sa manehe.
Kale. Keedames les 7ach.es, dit Alison, I 4 p'tit 
heeuf effrent£, riant des avertlssements des Tachea* J*ai 
pas peur de dlx comme c* fameux Rouget. Lai see le avameer.
XI a jamais hu du sang, lui«
St Alison commence manger d* l^herhe, comme-cl rien 
en dtalt.
Comme de faite, tout d 9un coup on entemd un gros 
*Bau.......n* de la direction d * la Bavane. Les vaches et
Xes veaux tremhleat pare4 q u 4! 4 connalt que X f sang va coulsr
«?
Bought t»lf« et treuire All so& toujour® dan® la manehe.
la poms si Are m* !!?• quand leuget a9aperg ©1 t du 
neir, at i 1 'riant A pleiae course, les yens 
m g * t ,  lea marines dans 1 *air, st 1 * ventre A terre. 1* 
•♦arrtti dr alt It at aria au Jauna beeuft
T*gt%s sap Ace, qua! a* set tu fais dans aa manehe? 
Sara lei ou J* vae t* massacrer.
All asm set pas un capon at 9a 1* tra&asse pas b cau­
se up . Xv conaatt qu* Rouget Ti en t vleux at pul s ast plus 
ousel Aon hatailleur que &*habitude. Alors, 1* greullle 
pas*
Ti-ialne fl-gureJ aria Sou ««t dans sa gross® rair.
St tot, at toll rdpond Alison dans «a *tite Toll
parpenta.
* Ti t ftffraaU* dit Rouge t au plus Jeuae, tu vas 
»* i* payer.
XI avance avec see corns s. Mats au lieu d* reculer, 
Alison 1 *att and ton Jours at bleu rite un* bonne batallle 
eessence!
X»as veches at lea Tcaux »* sauveni pare* qu*!*® 
ant Jaaais t u  quAqu*ua area asses d ,audace pour baitre 
Rouget. Dans leurt corns, c*pendant, if« aural eat voulu 
Talr Rouget attraper un* bonne btLehde.
A ferae qua la pousslAre sonte on pout plus voir lea 
dour enragAe. tin bout aprds, on volt 1* pauvre tieux Rouget 
eauchd par terra, aprdo salgner d*un*corno cassde. I* «* 
plaint quand 1 * regarde ses amis et dit:
- 0 fest pas la come qui mf fait pleurer, salts 
©*est la honte qua J*ai i%4 £plum& par un p*tit qu*a pas 
« * o «  du poll dams lee or allies*
St las Tsohss at las vsaux fait semblant qua 9a las 
fait d* la peine, aals dans lours coeurs 1* dicents
_Ben, Rouget eherchait pa. 11 a repu pa qui lui 
revenalt. X* s9 croyait Juste un pen trap homme. Peut—&t?e 
un* autre foie l9 va savolr mieux.
Fauvre vleux Rouget a plus Jamais eu envie d9assays? 
sspteter estrer tout I 9 memde qui vonlalt passer en travers 
la manehe.
There was once a long lane not very far from hare*
Xm this lane a huge reddish-colored ox named Rouget was the 
king. VI th his long* pointed horns he kept strict watch an 
the lane and did not permit a passage to any strange oxen.
One day while Rouget was eating grass in a neighbor90 
pasture* a young black ox entered the lane. The cows* who 
feared Rouget *s anger, approached Alison and said, **But ao» 
don't come here, little man; this lane belongs to Mr. Rouget. 
Be will not like your coming, and he will give you a thrash­
ing Just as he does to all the strange oxen that try to enter 
thls lane."
Alison, the little impudent one, laughed at the 
warnings of the cows and said, MBut, Mesdames les Veches, X 
am not afraid of ten of Rougetfo caliber. let him come for­
ward. H© has never drunk blood*** And he began to ©at grass.
ma* if nothing were out ef the ordinary.
Ab was ta be expected, all of a sudden they heard a 
laud and deep from the direction of the pasture,
fho eewe and the calves trembled because they knew that 
there would be bloodshed if Rouget arrived to find Alison 
etlll In the lane*
Bast began to fly when Rouget became aware of the 
little blank stranger* and he came running at full speed, 
his eyes bloodshot and his nostrils In the air* He stopped, 
then cried to the youngsters "Insignificant little creature, 
what are you doing in ay lane? $et out, or I will slaughter 
yarn.*
How Alison was not a coward and that did not worry 
him at all* He knew that Rouget was becoming old and was net 
as good a fighter as he used to be* Therefore, he did not 
stir*
*TJg-ly fa©®,* cried Rouget in his bass voice*
"And you, and you!" retorted Alison In his little 
screeching t o lee*
* Shameless creature, • Rouget flung to the younger, 
•you shall pay for this**
He came forward with his horns* But Instead of re­
coiling, Alison maintained his ground and soon a fine battle 
startedS
The cows and calve* hastily escaped, for they had 
mover seen anyone with enough rashness to undertake to fight
TO
with Rouget. la their hearts, however, they wanted to see 
Soviet receive a good poua&ing.
So aueh dust arose around the fighters that scorn 
thay esuld uo t he seen. It was act long, however, he fore 
M s  friends could distlaguish Rouget on the ground, bleeding 
from a broken horn. Lamenting when he saw them, he cried 
•ut, «Xt 1 snfft the horn that causes me to ery$ it’s the die- 
grace of having been overcome by one so many years my Junior*41
The cove and calves feigned sorrow, hut in their 
hearts they said, "Well, Rouget has received what was coming 
to him. He thought he was "too much of a man *1 Perhaps 
smother time he will knew hotter.41
Poor Rouget did not try even once more to prevent 
aay strange animals from passing through his lane.
L’Ourse et I* Chat-Tigre
1*ourso et 1* chat—tigr© re stalest ensemble dans 1 * 
hois. Hn Jeur 1 * chat-tigre demande k son ami:
Comphre Curse, tu connals ga qu4©n appelle un
homae?
Kal8 out, rdpond I 4curse, Jf oonnais blen * C’sst
un chasseur,
Bta, tu devrals hi en m 4 en mon.tr ®r un*
L’ourse lui promet.
 y • vas t • en mou trer un, sale j 4 t* pari a quand j1
vas 1 * voir Jf vas m* sauver.
Tl
I* ^ & i a n e « & t  k Kareher dans 1 * hois. Tout d*uu 
e&np ils out ti'aeoitffl ©& p H l  t ^ar$0& qui portal t ua p • iit 
fnslX* X© toaaho son aai at Xui dtsaaaia tout
jS»est pat
„3f©a, pa c*sst seal emeu t uu demi-hosime.
Arant longtamp© 1 * ourse foil um ahasseur Toulr su
lain*
, 5dg&yda> Oomphre chat-tigre. c*est pa on appalls 
am haxse.
S& di ©as t pa* Compare Ouree part k a* sauver. M a l a  
1 * atat-tlfra ataace. Tout d*utt coup* lf chasuaur I 9 tire 
fttaa eon fusil. Compare Ghai-tigrs tom be et roule deux ott 
trels foie par terre.
L* chaetaur sort sob sabre qu*£talt pendu aprds sa 
eelBture et deans an coup aa chat-tigre qul part k s* dehappeiw
A pleiae eouree 11 arrire c&fcl X*ours© qu*dtait tou­
jour s cachd es tas dee * ti te bole*
Eb> ben* dit X tourse* tfa» tu pa qu*en appalls ua
beam e k e*t* hears I
Onl. Goapbrs, mai* c*sat an drsle d© oho so pa* 
quand m&ms. X* a*a aouffl6 du plmon et du poivr© dans Iss 
jrsux et pa »*a aweu.gl£ an bout ©t m fa Jel€ par tsrrs. Aprlo 
pa* X ’homme **a arraehd ua’ cdts* et arse pa. 1’ a*a cha- 
itulllj dans 1 1 cttl.
The hear and the wildcat lire! together in the
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weeds* ©ae day* the wild eat said to his companion* * Brother 
Bear* da you kaos something which is called a aan?«
•Yes** aasvered the hear* w 1 kaov hi® very vail* H© 
la a hater**
•Well * 1 wish that you would point cm® out to ie.a 
The hear promised* »I*11 shew you on®* but 2 hot, a® 
aeon a® 1 spot him, 1*11 start running*«
Whey began to walk in the woods* Suddenly a little 
hey carrying a rifle came past them* The wildcat nudged
hie Yrlend and asked softly* 14Is that lit*
•Be. that9® only a hal i-m an * *
Before long the hear spied a hunter cosing in the 
dlebanee. * See, that is what we call a man**4 And away he 
went at tap speed.
Who wildcat advanced brazenly* and the hunter* upon 
perceiving him* took quick aim and shot. The wildcat tumbled 
and rolled ever three or four times*
faking his sabre from his belt* the man stabbed the 
animal in the side* The wildcat rose quickly and escaped in
the direction of his friend the hear*
•Well*9 said the latter* ttyou have seen a man now*11 
"Yes, Brother* hut X think he I s a  very funny thing* 
Be blew red pepper and black pepper into ay eyes* which 
blinded me and caused me t© fall on the ground. After that* 
he extracted ©no of his ribs, and this he used to tickle 8 8 
in bj side***
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**#!%* Coates Pour Taire air©*
The * 9 tits ©r * Hites fa?ces» which follow
are r epr© seatutlve of the large repertotre of humorous an©e~ 
dotes which the older people recall from childhood.
Si I 1 Bon Bleu Tout
I* ? araii urn* fols unf "bonne vleille femme qul, ©B
fal sant ses prejets du plus p f tl t au plus gros# ajoutalt
houjours cette invocations * Si 1* hen Bi eu Tout**
XI ore, c*etait toujour si 0 Bernal a, J* T&e alley au
Tillage peu* fair© mes achats, si 1* "bon Bleu rant® qxl
•Bernal a* j* ▼»« repasser 1 # Huge, si 1 * hoa Bleu rent.®
Sou marl wleat fatlgu£ tin jour et lui crie:
Jaaait. c*e»t toujours la nl»e choseX 0*est pae 
1 * ho a Bleu qu9a cat out rage k fairs* C'esh tel. 7u sals 
hi ob qu# II le went I
Cf£talt la veille da !?ool.
Ban* l*aprds—mldl 1* mfcm© homme can salt a vac & eux
Tolslus. Bn pari ant dfun* chose et l*&utre» 1* dl t:
Hoi, j1 aimera!s hlen m* rendre compte d 1 cetie 
affalre Ac hoeufs qul pari out k mlnuit la Tellle de Fool*
J9 crols J* Tas aller ^center ce solr*
AXor*, quand 1 * retourne chess lui, I 1 soup© ©t s1 
eeuehe tin moment pen* sommelller* A Aire heuros I 1 va dans 
1 * g earI & oh tes deux loeufs 6 talent couches, Ters mlnuifc 
H  ontend un* veix qul dltj
_ I)ears.In |uol on a h f al re? 
ua1 aatrt Toil repeal;
Partar aotre matt.re en terra*
a pas ai ten&u pow’ ©ateadre plus §uf $&•
H  a parti & plelme c w s s ,  crlant & #& dame*
 ¥ em»©» femme, ouTte-aoi la porta; euvre—met la
porte* al 2 * ton 01 eu veut!
Th are v s e onoe & good old woman who in making pi ana, 
frost the most un import ant to the most significant, al way s 
added this Invocation, "If God is willing*" Consequently 
It was alvayss "tomorrow I shall go to town to buy some 
provisions, If 3-od Is willing," or "tomorrow 1 shall Iron
my clothes. If 0o& is willing*"
Growing tired of this, her hue hand cried out to her
one day, "11*9 always the same repetition! Don * t you know
that it is not God who has this work to do* You have it*
You know very well that la desires It*" This occurred on
Ghrl sta&8 lire*
In the afternoon the man was chatting with his 
neighbors. Speaking of one thing and another, he mentioned 
the ancient belief that ozt« had the power of speech at 
twelve o’clock on the night of Christmas ?Svo* "I would
like very much to he reassured on this point," h© said* KI
think that tonight T will try to hoar them*"
He went heme, ate an early supper, then took a nap* 
At ten o ’clock the good man went Into the stable where hi#
were v«8tiag« at dal ght lie heard a Teie e eajla^,
"What haw a we to do tomorrow?* And another woiee replied, 
•Oarry oar master's tody for burial*® £he eat waited to 
fcear more* At full speed he ran toward his house, erying 
out, * Vi f e, wife, open the door; open the doer, if Cfcod is 
willing!®
Jaahes-Haaa, Grande-Gueule, et dres—ITsntre
9m Jour «Tamb e s—Fi ne s, $rande—Queule, et Gros^Tantre 
ont 4t4 dame 1 * hole ramaeser dee plaqwemlmes farouchea- 
& roe—Tent re a to ua gres art re qu*avait une abandonee d* ees 
fruite dams la tbte* II a (eet) montd. A force 11 en a 
aamgd il a toabd et a fendu eon gros ventre. Grande-Gueule, 
fsssd 11 a to pa, k force 11 a r£te 11 a fendu sa grande 
guewle. St Jambee—Fines, i foree 11 a eu peur, a prls k a * 
sauwer, male 11 a but £ our (contra) un9 f ourml et a cas s£ 
see Jambes fines*
One day Slender—Legs, Wide—Mouth, and Blg-Stomaoh 
went into the woods to plok wild persimmons* Bl?-Stomach, 
seeing a tree in the top of whleh was an abundance of this 
fruit, elimbed late it. He ate so much that he fell, ripping 
his big stonaeh. Wide-Mouth, when he saw this, laughed so 
waeh he split hie wide mouth* And SIender-Legs was so 
frightened upon seeing this he started to run away, but he 
etumbled on an amt and broke his slender legs.
7$
Presque Prlsf
tfa Jour 1* maltre aver tit 4 son nhgre Fhll© qu* I* 
temp* dee Fhque* raeourslsaalt, at qufi* devalt aller k 
eosfess®. I'hotae 1 * prdvient de hi an s* preparer afia d* 
#aire un* confession valide.
Be lsad®ssi&f 1® a^gre a* Ihve a7aat*joar et s*
Uric# ▼ops l'lgllse pea* trouver 1 * prttre.
La confession eommencde, 1 * prttre volt la ndcessit# 
d'laterroger Philo . X* lul demand®: 
it^ia rel4 des poules?
__ gen, non, n , * .non, pfcre, repond X* nhgre*
la arrlvamt k la aalsen, Philo va trouver son maltre 
qul lul dlti
Ben, t*as confess^, Fhilo, J* pens© quo I 1 pr%ire 
a ea pen9 t* demander des questions?
Oul, maltre, 11 maadl men sen* Puls, 11 aaaqul 
prendre non? LI mand£ non si mo t U s  void des poulee* Mo 
dlt 11 non* Bon chance 11 pas mand£ si mo t9es vol£ des 
ehapons? H  me t*es prls?
One day the master warned his Negro, Philo, that 
Bastertlde was coslag to a close and it was necessary that 
he sake hie Saster duties, The man cautioned Philo to make 
a thorough examination In order that his confession might he 
valid*
On the next day, Philo arose early and went to church
r?
to find the priest* Coafesaioa hegun, the priest sew the 
necessity of interrogating the Negros
•Did you steal henst*
•So, lather,* answered the Negro*
Upon arriving at the house, Philo went in search of
hie master, who said, •Veil, Philo, you*ve been a good hoy
to day* I hope the priest did not have to ask questions to 
help yarn with your confession."
•Toe, Master, ho did, and 1 almost got caught there 
Ho asked me if Z had stolon hens. Z said *No.* Sued thing 
he didn*1 ask me if I had stolen some capons! •
Premiere Ylslte au Tillage
Dm* p*tlte fill© de etnq ans va au village pou* la 
promtBre foie* Zn reveaamt ohes elle, on lul dlts 
Bern. t,ae vu 1 * village. It c*t* heure!
Mai s non, J* lfai pas vu; m*avalt trop de h&ti sses
A little country girl of five went to visit a town 
for the ft ret time* When she returned home, she was told, 
•Hall, mow you*ve seen the town!*
•But, no, Z dldn*t see it} there were too many
Buildings.•
CHAP M R  IT
SOTOS
The songs is. this collection are divided Into three
f t o ^ t  and subdivided accord!ag to types. $hoae of Begro 
origin are wrltten as scng is the patois; those which appear 
to have been composed by the Acadians are in their dialect; 
these -which sees to he of Trench origin are in the Standard 
Trench of Louisiana an they are sung*
In any printed collection of Louisiana' songs* They can he 
dated in the 90*s or 80 *e of the last century or earlier* 
for they were sung to se by persons in their late sixties 
a i  seventies who had learned then as children.
I an not aware of the presence of any one of these
Songs In Begro Patois
Songs to Asuse Children
Bouqui and Lapin
feus les h&tes dans hols dll the beasts in the vood
Co an ait M*«sieu Pascal; Know W * si eu Pascal the hunter;
du squ * h Bouqui ,
JTusqu9k Lapin,
Co anal t H * eieu Pa seal, 
Connalt K'sieu Pascal*
Bvon Bouqui ih© goat.
Iren Lapin the rabbit. 
All know M*sleu Pascal,
Al1 kno w M * si eu P a seal
•fit KVg * Anglalm
•Pit n b g # a a g l a i e , Bil1 Kagllsh talkin' nigger
f a s c o n c h 6 d e h o r s ; Bone slept out-doors;
•fit a b g 9 a n g l a l s . M l * Sngl1 eh talkln9 nigger
f f a s v e l d  m o m  9tit c o c h o n ; Bone stole m y  pig;
• n t m b g 9 a n g l a l « M l 9 Dngl1 eh talkIn * mlgger
f 9a t couch6 d e h o r s ; B o n e slept out-doors;
•fit a b g 9 a n g l a l s 1 1 1 * English talkln9 nigger
f •ae rend* m o m  m e n  9tit cochon. Cotta gimme back my pig*
C & s t a l n g o  W h o
C&stalago. Caataiago,
Qeel tu ▼&« donaer k tit 
ehlens?
B e  a 9 t i t s  b o n b o n s *
Boa 9 t i t s  b o n b o n a  f l v l s *
P r o a i s e a  C a n d y
" G a s t a l n g o ,  G a s t a l m g o ,
What y o n  g o n n a  t h r o v  y o u r  
do gat *
•Lil* c a n d l e  a*
Yeah, 111 9 s e e d e d  c a n d i e s .9
A  H e m e d y  f o r  a P e r s o n  Who H a s  S t r a n g l e d
P i e r r o t  C roc,
B a h i m e a u  Congo,
C 9est s o n  o n e l o  C h a r i o t  
Qml » fa  c o n y d  d a n s  1 * dos
Ji n ,  J i m  Croc,
C a r s d l i t e  et Joe,
M * a  fa i t  v e m l r
P i e r r o t  Croc,
B a b i n e a u  Congo,
It's a y  U n c l e  C h a r l y
Who t h u m p e d  me  on the b a c k
Jim, Jim C r o c ,
C a r m e l i t e  and Joe, 
e m e  give up
Boroeaux A* kaseeaii.* Three hunks o* Jerked tieaf
The Cos sip Caroline
Caroline lei,
Caroline lA-bas,
Caroline tout partout* 
Teujoure 1* ittae qui dl t 
$a«
Caroline here,
Caroline there*
Always Caroline everywhere* 
Always the ejase to pack the 
i al e *
Lullahy
Tirfl Verelon:
Vale dodo «o* pi tit* 
?&ie dodo eo1 pitit,
Qal li dodo*
Nt donnor 11 ^Ateau;
Qui 11 dodo*
Ha donner 11 gftteau.
Seeond Verelon:
Fai s dodo* pi tit a Joe* 
Tale dodo* pi tit A Joe* 
qpand la rdvelller*
Ka donner 11 gAteau; 
Quand la rAvelller,
Ha donner 11 gAteau*
Sock—a-bye* her 111* one, 
Hock-a-hye* her 111* one,
To the one who takes a 
1*11 sire a 111* cake;
To the one who takes a nap 
1*11 give a 111* cake.
Rock-a-bye, Joe's 111* one* 
Hock-a-by© Joe's lil* one* 
When he awakes*
1*11 give hint cakes;
Vhen he awake a *
1*11 give him cakes*
si
Work Songs 
Song of the Washerwoman
ltarle B^ah,
Li t*ap& tend' so lingo 
XJn Hit zoso 
Qttl l f8 piqu6 
Suf 1* nes*
Ale, are, af ©1 
$a fait 11 malt 
lie, ale, aiei 
£a fait 11 m&l*
Hart e 3>£ah,
Hanging ost her clothes. 
Comos a 111* hirdie 
Th® t p ©ck s he r 
On the nose,
Ow, each, ouch!
How It harts her!
Ow, ouch, euehl 
How it hurts her!
The Slate llanting-Chant
Baqulnl, Baquini lei, 
Baqnlni, Baquini, planters 
Baqul&l, Saquinl, plantes• 
Baqulnl, Baqulni lei.
Baquini ♦ here, Baqulnl* 
B&quini , plant it, Baq-il nl. 
Baqulnl, Baqul ni, plant it* 
Baqulnl, Baqulni, plant it 
here*
Lo t © Songs
Aunt Catherine
0, ami, Flflne, Oh, yes, Josephine,
Hals toi to trep hell© plfeoe, You are toe pretty a piece,
C’est Tante Catherine Xt*s Just that Aunt Catherine
aa
(£*i fait las eabarras.
Si 9a «*rait pas Catherine, 
Seas 8*ralt d£j& sari er .
0 , out. FlfUe,
Mais tel to trep hells pike, 
C*sst Taat# Catherine 
Qui fait les sab arras.
Who*® causing all the fn.es. 
But for her*
Already w©9& be wed*
Ghe yes. Josephine*
Ton are too pretty a p i e« e . 
It’s Just that Aunt Catherine 
Who * s causing all the fuss*
A Marriage
He gain *tite nal son
Qsl tout taplssdes
0. Hanoi C 9 ©st pour Clemencei
0, Cldmemce, si te 1 •aimer mol,
Ha Hit tel $&,
Ha verier toll
proposal
Gotta lil1 house*
Walls papered fine;
0 Mmaa! It’s for Clemence. 
Ah. Cldmonce! If you lore 
so.
Tell you a secret—- 
1*11 marry youI
Banco Songs 
The Matadors
0* les matadors 
Tlraient au blame 
Quand mom grand-pbre 
Et na grand 9m bre 
Bansalent ira-pleds*
Oh. the matadors
Were shooting at the bull9s eye.
When ay grandad
And my grandma
Were dancing barefoot*
SB
Rot All the Hegroes 0 an Banco 5hi st
C #«st pa* tous lee Ghauhes 
%al pent denser get 
C*est pee tone lee Oheutes 
<^1 pent deseer pa;
G fest pee tons les aVg*
Qnl pest denser pas 
0*est pat tons les n*g*
3ai pout denser pal
It* s not every nigger named Ohaufcs 
Who can dance this;
It ’ a not every nigger named Ohauihe 
Who can dance this;
It1s not every good dancin* nigger 
Who can dance this;
It*s not every good dancin* nigger 
Who can dance this!
As*line
Tfn, iourf trots,
C*est Asalias pa pa y estS 
Asdllne pa pa y est! 
Aslllae pa pa y estl
Bn, deux, t ro1*,
C*e#t A x & L l n e  p a  p a  y  estl 
G * est *Kile 11 el*,
3t o*est 11 la gain y«.
One, two, three,
11 * s Ax *1 ins, fcha t * ® who I 
As^llne, that*s who I 
As*llns» that*® who!
One, two, three,
It*s As*1Ins, that*® who! 
Wants Rmlle,
And him, she*11 get5
0 Ros&llne
 O, Ro s*llne, nais qui tfol* "Oh, Rosaline, what will
manger? you eat?"
 Pas houlettss an ris "Rice cakes.
Bos houlettes an ris, Rice cakes,"
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—r- 0- loslll&e, qui t*©X4
aaag«r?
.^J&es •tit® cochoas rfctis*
Bas •tit® oo^hoas rdtls.
.,., So So sdllne, aais qui t’old 
aangerT 
— 5«» tar too 4 la boullli el 
Be® tartes 4 la touilllel
tt0h, ^os^Hie, what will 
yon eat?*
*L1I * roasted pi gs«
5*1 1 • to a at ©d pi £*« *
*0h, Rosalia©* what will 
you ©at?*
#Cuetard piel 
Custard piel*
Song® la the Acadian Dialect
Mocking Song®
The Oars Have Killed Rid©
Tent e*qul a* fait 4*1 • pel a® What saddens me
Lee chars oat tui Fido5 
81 efe«t pas Fido*
S*©n est ua proche parell. 
font c fqui a* fait 4*1 • peine 
Lsa chars ont tu4 Fid©;
Si c*est pas Fi do.
^a pourrait hire Minette.
I© that the ears hav© killed 
FI do;
If it’s not FI do*
It could he on© like hi®. 
What saddens »®
Is that th© oars have killed 
Fi do S 
If it’s not Fi do.
It could he Mlnett®.
The Drunken Hushand
The wife speaks*
vas~tu, f t m «  iTregne, 
Sohl c o m e  ua eeekem?
Gee jaab»s feat des gestes,
6t# Jamb«s font qns d«s £eftte«« 
fa i ^ t  ais dans l*SBbayres, 
^uatre enfant a sur lea tr&s. 
Bte-mol %u*est-c© qui 
Di0—mol em,est-ce qni
file husband answers*
Ala, aa ohbr© femme,
Je a*y pens© pins*
All, at ohere femaa,
Je nfy penes pins.
Preadt-les, Jetts—les 
terre;
Prende—les, Jette—lee 
terre*
The Vi fe * s
Qnand J*4tals demoiselle,
Je fr6<*uentals les hals;
A present Je snl s nariee*
Je rests A la malson,
Boire de la tisanel
SB
*Fh©re to, poor sot,
Drunk as & pig?
Wobbly lege,
Wobbly lege.
Tour troubles I stand 
Four kids on my hands.
Tell me what to do;
Tell me what to do.H
«Ah, my good woman,
1 hare forgotten all 
that.
Ah, my good woman 
t have forgotten all 
that •
But take the kids and 
put them down;
But take the kids and 
put them down.®
Coin plaint
When I was a girl In my prime, 
At the balls X had a good time? 
But now an oil woman am 1,
So at home must 1 stay,
To sip herb tea all dayI
famt fair©; 
faut fairs.
par
par
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fhe Rival * « Wedding
Baat eee beaux ^uartier*, 
Bans oes beaux villages, 
I l y a  des Julies flllee 
Bonnes & marler.
3&sm£liaa en est une,
XI faut 1 *a vani danserj 
Bo see va la voir,
C*est pour la deaander.
Men anl, Bo m s ,
Ce n*eet pas la peine; 
Mnill&a est belle,
Rais 0 *00% pas pour t ©1. 
H I e  a sea amities aur 
Cetrallle.
Four les noees 11s vont 
servlr
Res erapauds e& fricassee 
St des greneullles rbtlesi
Ha mattress©, 
Q^and J e danse
la these fin© regions.
In these fin© villages, 
fher© are pretty girls,
Girls good to marry* 
taelina Is such a one,
She must always be the first to 
dance;
Bosco goes to see her 
And to ask for her hand*
Bo seo, my fri©ad,
It*s a waste of time,
Emmellna is lovely,
But she is not for you.
She has her mind on Cotrallle* 
Bor the weddlng~feast, they will 
have,
Ridn*i you hear?
Stewed toads and roasted frogs!
"Mistress mine, 
When X dance
Dance Songs 
fhe Contredanso
La eontredanse
Avec men petit Goutin,
Ha malt reset,
Qtud Ja d&as a 
la centredanse,
Man Gotlllan 
Ta-t-11 blen?
11 wa coBsse-el 
11 Ta coaae*$a(
11 Ta comma 
la queue du etat*
The Quadrille
Fie, tabae,
Jambat te t eouteaa;
Pals uae pirouette.
Tomba pas sur ta ttta.
Teasing
**ltes Jambaa fine*.
Pantalon serrl 
Figure de macaque, 
To u I s s -t o u s  denser?
The eontredanse 
With my little cousin. 
Mistress mine*
When 1 dance 
The contredaase,
My little petticoat 
Bees It ®wlsh?*
•It swishes like this,
It swishes like that,
It swishes Just like 
The tall of a cat,*
of the Monkeys
Woodpecker, tobacco*
Trip ©ter legs;
Spin and turn*
But don’t fall on your head*
the Dancer
little skinny—legs,
Little tlght-p&nts,
Little nonkey-fac© f 
Will you dance?
et
Jcl© de Tivre
l*es poiam es at lea drang«a 
Seat blen boas 4 manger; 
(•ft fllle* et lee g&rgaat 
Seat bl en H a t  1 aarier.
All ere good to eat S
Bosy apples* go Idem oranges*
All are good to marry
Sweet girls* fine hoys*
lore Songs
How a lady
C>est aujeurd’hul je ports le nom de dame*
Par 1 *amneau d*or que Je ports aur mom dolgt;
L'ainable des qualitds des ft lies
G*set aujourd'hui je m* en vats la quitter.
Today 1 take the name of •lady,*
By the golden tend on my finger;
The sweet charms of a girl*
Today I shall put behind me.
Jay Tm Dltchy in a chapter on history and folk lor©
of the Acadians has recorded a song the essence of which is 
strikingly parallel to this one. He relates that, sung by 
the friends of the bride during a wedding reooption* the 
words often brought tears streaming down her cheeks. As a 
rule, her emotion was transmitted to the guests. We may 
conclude that the St. Landry parish song is evidently a 
▼estlge of this ones
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Adieu, f X m n r  de Jeun©sseI 
XX faut ©nf in t*abandonner 
La noble quality de fill©
M© faut aujourd *hui la quit tear*
J*ai proals dans men jeune &ge 
Be ae Jamais a® marier.
AuJourd#faul je trouve 1* avantage;
Mes parents 1 *oat conaeill^.
Qu&nd J 9 roia ees filles & table 
Assls's deTant mol en css lieux,
Quand j1 Xee Toie et lee regarde,
Bee lames ae tomb on t dee yeui.
La ceinture quo je port©
St I'anneaa d*or que j’ai au dolgt 
C'est non aaaat qui me lee dorm©
Four finir see Jours avec aol*
XI est rral, aa aignonn®,
XI est rrai J* roue les al donnas 
O ’est pour passer votr© Jeuuesse 
Arse ael s-en tranqui
1
Jap X. Bitchy, Lee, Acadieng Lo^lslanals jgt. LeBZL 
Parlor (Pariet Llbrairle X* Bros, 1932), p* 232*
Cruel lover
Cruel ftia&t+
Que vexuc~tu qua Je fasset 
9m m*ae ^ I a s (
Plengi mm dlespolr?
9m m*as h£las, 
flea$l am d£seepolrI
Linger a
Fne mala dans la mionne, 
it 1*autre cur mom ceeur*
M s  maintenant, veux-tu partir 
eaeo r a ?
9a malm me presae,
0 *08% ee coeur qui t*adore)
Soate un laatamt encore,
St tm pourrae partir.
9m le veux, k domain;
Jure de tom amour
Be rev emir fidfcle k tom amaatl
9a mala me pretcc.
C*est ee eeeur qui t1 adores 
Beats ua laatamt emeore,
St tu pourraa partir.
Cruel lover.
What util you have me do?
You have, alas, 
blunged me Into deepair?
You have, alas,
Blunged se into despair!
Horneat
One hand 1 xi m 1 si e ,
The other on ay heart,
Tell me, will you leave 
me?
Your hand pres sea 
This adoring heart?
Linger a moment 
Sre you depart.
You must go? tJnti 1 tomorrow 
then.
Tow on your love 
9o he faithful and return? 
Your hand presses 
My adoring heart;
Linger hut a moment 
Hre you depart.
#i
The Snap airing Lover
Bn passant devout etes toi, 
«Tfai appris na iris fee aortj 
On me lit quo feu ta maries; 
Ban an our sst na folia*
On aa Alt qua tu ta sari as;
nourirai du d^sespolr;
«J* nourirai du d£sespolr•
On ^©i»g past your house*
I was condemned to deathf 
X heard you were marrying 
auother 5 
love for you is ay folly*
They say you are marrying 
ano ther;
I know 1 shall die of despair} 
I know X shall die of despair*
Songs In Standard Louisiana Branch
Children*b Songs
Happy Birthday* Bather$
Boajour, papa,
C9eat aujourd*hul ta fBte. 
On me 1 1 a dlt;
Ja vlana ta la souhaiter* 
Void das flours.
Pour couronner ta t$te; 
Bans cheque flour 
7u trouvarae non coeur.
Happy hlrthday, Papa,
Today is your feast day*
They told no soj 
X fva coma to wish you the heat 
Here or© flowers 
To crown your brow*
In eaoh on©
Toufll find my heart-
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Ride a 0©ck—Horse
Andr£ Bfti«auz*
Suit Maxurka,
I*a vieille T&ml se *
K®t derrlbre lui*
9*1op* salop, 
telop* galopi 
Galop, galop.
Galop, galop,
Teaching
%aatro pa® on avant,
^tfttre pmo on arrilre, 
la pirouette k la done* 
Salat an bout.
The Cry of th
J*ai de la ▼anille 
Pour lee jeuaes f 111 e s,
Bu llaon
Pour lea jeuaei gar^onas 
Ua sou le b&ton,
A la fa—ri-don-doa,
A la fa-ri-doa-dia,
tjn sou le "biton.
Amdr4 Sadeaux 
On his flue horse Kasurka* 
Old widow T^iaiae 
Sets her cap for him .
Gallop* gallop*
Gallap* gallop$
Gallop* gallop,
Gallop* gallop.
the Dance
Four steps forward,
Four steps behind.
Pirouette before your lady* 
Bow at the finish,
Candy Vender
Here Is vanilla-flavored candy 
For my young misses*
And lemon for th® gentlemenf 
A penny, a penny a stick,
A la fa—rl-don-don,
A la fa—ri-don-din,
A penny, a penny a stick.
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The eta'ble and F r u i t  T e n d s f
K» taat« Michel* My Aunt Michel, she has
Bes choux, des raves Cabbages, turnips,
2Nt rai sis doux Sugar-grapes,
Bss figuss* b&nanes, Pigs, bananas,
A la t>oaae attatmre au gall Coming by chaxic© to the mirth full
A la tonae aventure au gaii Coming by chance to the mirthful I
You Vi11 Plant those CabbagesI
Ah* ah* Bouqui, Bouquln, 
ft planteras ees chourf 
Bouqui se rest pas planter 
tst ehoux{ 
has eheux ae teulent pas 
raster debout.
AA* ah* Bouqui* Beuqula, 
ft planteras ces choux!
Ah* Bouqui* Bouquin,
Yeu*ll get these cabbages 
plantedl 
Bouqui dees net want to plant 
the cabbages; 
tPhe cabbages de not want to 
stand alone.
Ah, ah, Bouqui* Bouquin.
You will have to plant those 
cabbage©!
Child1© Prayer
Cette suit, Last night
Xvai rbvd I dreamed
^ue j*£tai* au paradle. I was In Heaven*
C fest un songs* Just a dream,
Wa Tral aaatoagt;
*3?lt Jesaa,
Best 8olr,
lies dellce* el me a amour s. 
* ?i t J'lsae,
Boa soir ,
Mas iHieee et see am our a.
A real mak©-Believes 
Little Jesus, 
0ood-night,
My Joy and my love* 
Little Jesus,
Grood night,
Joy and my love*
Love Songs
A Dr©am of Love
Bva, la flare,
A tout pour plaire;
Beatreuses B©aut£s»
St fella gait£.
Sea Beau ©Bant 
Si doux, si teadre, 
QU9ou voudrai t touJours 
1 * entendre,
J5n rtva d*amour, 
r%r« d * amour.
Ewe, proud one,
Has everything: to please} 
Numerous charms,
Playful gaiety*
Beauty of song,
So sweet and tender.
On© could hear her forever* 
A dream of love!
A dream of level
A Modest Maid
Un Jour Jf rencontre Estelle One day I met Estelle,
Q^i portal t tttt Bouquet. Who was wearing a "bouquets
jr»ai dit, “Petite mam sell e, I said, “Little maid,
Paur soi voua 1 'svez fait*9 You intended it for me.8
BIX© dit* m*y pens&i s
gti«re,
Male pui sque te ?oil&t 
itiadhe ta heutennl&re*
Qa serai t tien plus gal ant.*1 
YoilA* Telia sa lul dl sant 9a, 
Bile rougit par lei et par 
11-ha 9.
HI hardly thought thet,*1 
said she; 
aBut since you are her©* 
iIn It la your buttoa hole* 
It will look better there.K 
And then* upon saylag that* 
She "blushed from head to 
foo t *
fhe Bather Who Acte As Chaperone
Bar on beau dinaache au soir 
la chan dell e alluaee 
Sar le herd de la table; 
he per© de la deaeieelle 
Se reveille,
B'un air effarcuohd, 
Seconnande k sa fill©
B* aller se soucher.
Boasolr. Ma*sie,
Bon selr* ma belle;
50 pars pour ce voyago*
Qaand Je revien&ral
51 ton ptre est mort,
J e  t f d p o u s e r a i •
Lovely Sunday evenlag courting* 
'Beeth the candle-light 
S’rom the tablets edge;
The lady's father 
Starts from sleep 
And with accusing eye 
Suggests to hts daughter 
That it's time to retire*
* Goodnight* sweetheart, *
Says her lover, ttOoodnight, my 
b eauty„
On a long trip I must go*
But If, when I return.
Tour father is dead,
I will Marry you. H
Tender Memories 
%aaad 4© f ai * le ieur du 
Jardl n*
Tout ne nul t, 
foul ae fuit,
Je aeurs de chagrin*
Jamal s j * ©ubl 1 eral 
La na« de ce jeuae homme,
9ft et tendre ohJet 
Bo b o o  teadres scaTeairs,
0ft el tendre objet 
Be ses teadres souvenlre.
from a Garden 
"fhea I stroll through the 
garden,
I feel that #11 la lost, 
All has fled*
X die of chagrin*
For merer ©hall X forget 
The name of him 
Who is the tender object 
Of my  fond memories.
The tender object 
Of my fond memories*
The Indifferent lover
IIcolas, deaaln aa fits*
It Je t'attends men bien- 
aime;
Lee fleurs ©merest ma tdte* 
Car Je t'attends* men bl en~ 
atime*
MNicholas, tomorrow la 
hi rthday,
And I await you, my beloved; 
Flower® shall adorn my brew* 
For X await yen* my beloved**
A ttendee* attends® pas* 
0a n*a«t 6 gal , Mam sells; 
II vene a'atnes, Je vous 
aime pas*
Ah* lalsses—»oi 
alamter »e* pole*
* Walt, or wait not*
It* s all one to me, Marasellsi 
hove me, yon. may.
But love you, X do not*
Ah, let me be about my 
business;
Lai sses-m©i
Planter b s s pels*
J i w h t *  Je Tale me pendre; 
Tleas mm eerrir da beurreau* 
Lea fleure omeront m& tBte, 
Uae croix ear b o s tos'beea*
^^^emdes-voue, peadez-Tous pas* 
$a m * eat dgal» Kara selle;
SI t o us ra’&imes. Je y o u « aims 
pas,
Ah* lai 8 882-»Oi 
Planter nee pels*
Lai sees-Mi 
Planter a«« pal a*
Let me get to planting say 
peas,*’
ttl8ichol&s* X sliall hang 
self;
Come serve as my hangman* 
Hovers will adorn my brew* 
And a cross* lay temb**
•Haag, or hang not*
It* a all one to me, Mam sell a 
lav a me you may*
But love you X will not*
Ah* let me be about my 
business;
Let me get to planting my 
pea a***
An Eternal Lowe
6* Berthe ehdrie, 
ye t*al court!sle; 
fB B (at Btd
Toute mon existence* 
Tu as eu son coeur, 
be bout© bonne fol; 
Maigrl tee f&ute« 
ye tfaime toujour*.
Oh, Berthe, dear one*
X have courted you;
But you doatreyed 
My life, my whole life* 
Ton had my heart 
All in good faith;
Tot, d o spi t e your f aul t s, 
X love you still*
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Ffeullles, fouilles.
Foul11«t «& fossa,
Feuilles s& fossa,
So pro fond da la terra* 
i it t%te, ana pierre da 
aartr«,
Sur ma pal trine, une tour— 
terelle,
A. mas pled a, 4es as eroisds. 
Poor fairs toir an sonde 
quo Je amis mart do l famour.
BI g, di g.
M g  my grave.
Big deep my grave.
Beep in the ground*
At my head place a marble 
slab,
On my breast, a turtledove. 
At my feet, a oross-hone#
To let the whole world know 
I died for love.
Mourning Sad Pate
FI ear as » mas yeux,
PIearas aa sort fanestre; 
l*al tout perdu,
3a perdant man amant.
FIearas, mas yeux,
Flauras ee sort fumeetre; 
J1 al tout perdu,
3a perdant men ament.
Bn reaarla
Four bdalr man chagrin, 
Tout A 1 * enteur 
Oarni de Jasmins*
Weep, my eyes.
And mourn this dreadful fates 
All have I lost 
In having lost my love*
Weep, ay eyes.
And mourn this dreadful fate*
All have I loet 
In having lost my love*
A rosemary give to me 
To console my folorn heart,
A rosemary all Jasmine-fe&tooaed 
Bo give to me*
m$h© Sp las tor* a lament
j* fralt w a s  p 1 al sir am
da me Toir sane amant. 
felt at Jaur aa mir© mm 
CTOBde,
Ella aa aeaaee dm com*ami.
Bn |o%r i« dlaals & »a alre, 
SI olio a*&Tait pas jpousl 
aam p&re,
511o n*aurali pas do bello 
feorg&re comm e sal$
Silo a ’&urait pat da 'belle 
borgere cease b o 11
Memories
Prbs dm fofar,
Chaeum a aa eospsgne,
Mol, a ©tile, J 'attends 
L© r%re, earns amour.
Deji 1 ’hirer
SI an chi t la camp ague,
ZiO sour emir
Bo nos heureux moments.
Horn Jfoyloss In thi e world 
Am X without a loro*
Sight and day did Mother 
scold
And threaten mo with convents* 
Until one day 1 told her 
Had she not married my father 
Sorer would eh© hay® had 
As fine a lass as 1;
Mover would she have had 
As fine a lass as 1*
of Youth
Soar the hearthstone, 
Haeh has his love 
But I alone wait 
And dream alone. 
Already winter 
Shrouds the land 
And the souvenirs 
Of our happier hours.
x m
Ky Lo t s ¥111 Accompany Me to Ky $rav@
droits Jours apr&a ma sort,
$a vieadra* aar ma tombs,
Ta regardaras sur ma ereiae, 
1 M H 4  ta« J*avals pour toi.
After ay death c o u n t  three days 
^hen you will come to ay t©mb, 
Slier © to roa d  u p o n  m y  c r o s s  
She lote t had for you.
Miscellaneous Songs
A Drinking Song
Mes aalft, quoad Jo suls grie,
Je aula jeua©;
La beuieille est moa trdsor. 
Refrain:
Plus Jo hole, plus Jo hols*
Rlus co via «*altfer©|
Car riem ao pout t£rlr ches mol 
La self at lo plaisir .
Poe richeases*
Je a 9 on fiehe
Car Jo afal pae self do I 9or*
My friends, when I am tipsy,
I am a gay young fellow?
?he bottle is m y treasure.
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The mmrm I drink, fch® more I drink,
The aero I M i  via® make® me drink$
Ter nothing earn diminish. im a®
Thirst far via® and pleasure.
Biehss, haJ 
Z laugh at then,
T o t  1 have no thirst for gold*
A Ballad $ On Breaux'* Bridge
Aa peat da lreauxf grand hal eat annoned*
Au peat da Breaux, grand bal eat annens#*
Sil lae deseeds sa mire pour all or •
Hdlhme deaaade aa ahra pour allor.
Oh. mom, ma fill a* au Val non a n9 Irens pas*
Oh, bob, is fills, au bsl nous a 1 iron a pas* 
Caaatat, is nbrol An kal nous irons, allezi 
Coeseat, aa air el Au hal nous irons, alleal 
J 9at fait ua rite quo Totre frhre e tatt noye* 
J*al fait an r%ve quo votre frhre dtalt noyd. 
Tfllli non frfere, q u 1arrive sals A present»
To 1 1 A  n o n  f r h r e ,  q u * a r r i v e  aials A p r e s e n t .
Boaour, son frhre, au bal nous irons pas*
Bon Jour, non frVre, au hal nous irons pas*
Comaent* aa seeur? Au baX nous irons, aXXesJ 
C o n s e n t ,  aa soeurt Au baX nous irons, allesl 
Ta met Are Aa re ho do sole »eir tout hred&e en or*
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Ta Methr© ta &© soi © aoir toute hrodd© ©n or#
Veilh H61 hue 4U*««t partis, mal 3 au hal*
Tollh EdlBu© qu’est parti a*, aaf © au b&X.
arrive; alia $© met & dans^r,
211a arrive; alia ne mat k dan©or.
Toill 1# pant qui ddfens© a?ec U^X&n©.
Toill la peat qui defense avac H^lfcne.
^^JGomaent. a©a fr&re? Sht a® qulthere© noyer? 
C®aa«nt, sea frfcre? *?u a* qulhtera© aeyert 
Oh. next, »a seeur, J© suis & m* ddpouiller.
Oh, aoat aa toear, Je ©nls &  as* d&poulller#
Toill dee ©Inches qul ©e metteat h sooner.
Telld dee cloche© qui a© meitent & soaner.
La a&r© dem&nde pourquo! soanal®nt e«s clochea.
La a&re deaaade pearquel sonnaient ces cloches#
C * eat rot re fill© qul sf©st lai ssd noyar*
0*eet rotre fill© qui s*est l&issd neyer.
To lid le sort dee enfant3 lip?udent«,
On Breaux* e Bridge a grand ‘ball le held.
Chi Breaux* e Bridge a grand hall le held.
Helen a eke her aether if she nay go.
Helen a eke her aether If she may go.
• Oh. no. Daughter, to the hall v« shall not go. 
Oh. no, Daughter, to the hall w© shall not go. ** 
*Vhat. MotherJ $0 the hall w© will gel Gome now! 
¥hai, Mother! to the hall w© will go! Gome now!®
*1 dreamed a dream that your brother had drowsed. 
I dreamed a dream that your brother had droned.** 
•But there U  «y brother just comiag in mow*
But there it my brother jfust coming in row.
Geed—day, Brother; to the hall we shall no t go * 
Good-day, Brother; to the hall we shall mot go*" 
"BlUrt, Slater! Be the hall we will got Come now! 
What, Sister! Be the hall we will go I Come aowl 
do put am your dress of black silk embroidered la 
gold*
Go put on your dress a! black silk embroidered lu 
geld**
There gees Helen— off to the hall*
There gees H©1 an— -off to the ball*
She arrives and starts to dance*
She arrivea and starts to dance*
When le! the brl dge crumbles with Helen upon it* 
When lot the bridge crumbles with I^len upon it* 
•What, Brother! Ten are going to let me drown? 
What, Brother! Ton are going to let me drown?" 
•Oh, no. Sister, I but free myself of clothing. 
Oh, me. Sister, I but free myself of clothing*" 
But suddenly bells begin telling*
But suddenly bells begin tolling.
The mother asks for whom they toll*
The mother asks for whom they toll*
"They tell for your own daughter who let herself
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drown*
!£hey tall T a r  y o u r  own d a u g h t e r  who l e t  h e r s e l f  
drown.«
(Moral) For such Is always the .fate of ifflprri.it eat 
children!
Miss Aadr^o Fouro&de ©f Scrhoua© TTniversity, Paris* 
France, up©a hearing this ballad, contributed a well-known 
French entitled ®Sur 1© Font da Mantstu* Since the
wards of both hall ads have a general likeness and the melodies 
are identical, we aay conclude that the Louisiana version is 
an iaitatlon of the French*
3ur Xe Font de Mantes
Sar la peat de Mantes aa bal est annone4*
Sar Is peat de Mantes ua bal est annono£*
Ma si?tt aa tire, Je vondrais y alley*
Ma a&re, aa a&re, je voudrai 3 y aller*
Men, non, aa fills* ta a*Iras pas denser.
Meats dans sa chambr© eb se net a pisurer.
Sen Yrhre arrive dans at carresee dor4*
Yoyoas* aa scatr, qufa«-ta done i pleurert 
Ma nlrs ne vent pas qne J ’allle an bal danser*
M e t a  ta robe blanche et ta ©ointure dorse*
A la fin de la danse le pont s’est Icroull 
Jeannette et sea frbre sent noydo*
0EAFT1SE t
f Sc t u b b s q u s  s p o t o h  a h d  f o b m x k  b b i i m s
Ft e turesqua Sp eeel)
fit© f© 1 lowing eo n si st s of comm on sayi ag«, pwT«f^«t 
dict^B*, and figure® of speech peculiar to the Acadian dl&—
1W t  ©f the section ©f which I am writing* Th© expressions 
included were selected 'because of their individuality* 
fh©e© few vMe t  appear to hare been adapted fro® the French 
nr© listed as sueh; these still found intact have been 
M i  tied In this cel lection*
Wherever it has been possible* a literal translation 
is given first* the significance of the sentence or phrase 
given next,
Se prdparer our la glace 
T© be •on iee*
To dress painstakingly and impeccably 
Tout neuf, tout beau
(Adaptation of French* w ton t nouveau* tout beau**)
Hew, therefore, beautiful
An innovation is usually welcomed* A stranger 
coming into a small town is well-reooived and lionised* 
This remark is a hint that soon his faults and foibles 
will be perceived and there will be a change in the 
atmosphere*
Fairs bonban.ee dternell®
Unending feasting
To enjoy oneself with no thought of the morrow
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lo«
TIv© la Jole, qu© la ca'baae an brflle!
Jay will reign, though the house burn downj 
Setotaes of 11 ©at* drink, and. be merry* far t©m©rrw 
ws may die11
Am argy of merry-making with aa regard far oonse**
€[U enc a 9
II aa faut pas dire5 Fontains, 3© ft© hoirai pas do torn ©am.
Ben*i say*** fountain* I will newer drink of your 
water.**
Shis Is the saas as advising a person never to say 
what he will not 4©* for fear of having to M eat his 
words.*
0 elul qui a pas ham t%t© aura tonnes Jambes.
He who ha am * t a good head shall have good legs* 
the legs must pay for what the head forgets.
11 a*a chant4 querelle.
He did his utmost to pick a quarrel with me.
II a vldd un pen d#eau dams son via.
He poured a little water Into hi a wine.
He had lost his temper* hut, upon meeting his natch* 
soon calmed down.
Hn feu de pallle
A straw fire
A fit of anger which quickly subsides
C*£talt mettre l rallu*ett© A l*huilel
(This is an adaptation of the French saying i "Jeter 
11 hulle sur 1e feu •.*)
It was like applying a match to the kerosene.
It was all that was needed to make him explode! 
fhts expression describes the effect of a remark or 
encouragement addressed to an already angry person.
II avalt heseln d*un romarln pour b£nlr son chagrin.
He needed a rosemary to bless his sorrow.
He had to go to a friend to roceiv© sympathy in his 
worry over a matter of no signi fioanc ©. (The rose** 
mary Is the emblem of fidelity and constancy.)
l&t
He say©r de aettre de s pel lie a dees le* yeux
{The breach expression Isj "Jeter la peudre aax yeux*M) 
T© place straw before people®« eyes 
To endears r to dec ©lire people
Haler la peau ear la bouilli©
T© cover the custard with the thick cream which
fora© on boiled milk or custard
To attempt deceit
Avoir la poche pi else de menteries
To hare a pocketful of lies
To be well—prepared to answer the quo atti one of
inquisitive people or to have a lie to fit ©Tory 
si iuatlea
Chercher jusqu1 au herd du mead©
To search to the and of the world
To leek high and low to find a lost object
11 set diable aur son quart*
H© Is a devil standing for his quarter— right *
He is a vexatious one* 
0#e«t an tennerreI 
Se is a thunder*
He is a tough one- This describes a troublesome, 
boisterous child*
lire taut smr son quart
To be high ea his quarter-right
To be "high and mighty" or to play the part o f  a 
grand being
fair© le ehlea couchant
To play the defenseless dog
To display meekness when, a f t e r  a noble a t t e m p t  at 
bluster!ng, on© is taken down a peg or two*
XI veut se fair© valoir.
He wants to make people believe that he 1s really a 
’■ eb o dy • *
II tnarrs pas tt« chlens a?tG d@s sauei sees.
Ha da as net hind hi ® dogs vl th sausage s.
His talk is all sapor* He Is more conservative 
than ho wo mid have us hell owe*
XI fait pas &%dclalra*
His appearaaeo and his aotlo&e do not create 
lightning.
Ho isnft very imposing in appearance nor in manner*
Tant mieux use plhee mal miss qu*ua trou bleu fait.
It is mush hotter to hare a “hadly put on*1 patch 
than to hare a Tory well-made hole*
He the host you can. Ho matter how had that i s, It 
will still ho an Improvement over existing condl tie no.
XI on a fait dee cheux at doe raves.
Ho made “cabbages and turnips** out of It*
Ha wore it out completely*
Ha *tlt riea tout neuf, dans uno holts vide
The intruder*s query* “What have you there?1* %rings 
this response* *A little now nothing in an empty 
hex.* In other words, “Hone of your business.**
X*al fait pa d*une man!fere de perdre X'esplen*
X did that la such a way that the attention of
curious people was not called to it or was diverted 
from it.
Sn effetl La mart n fa plus do flat
In faett Heath has no end!
After this occurrence, nothing will ever surprise 
anyone, no matter how strange it may he.
pa me fond!
It melts me!
The irony or the incongruity of the situation over­
comes me.
C*sst aussi e&r que la eemalne a trols Jeudls*
It is ae certain as the week has three Thursdays*
An emphatic way of denying the truth of a rumor
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C**et ume pratique k chagrin.
It is & sorry practice.
Shat is Just so mush trouble for no thing* It I® 
hound to end in disappointment*
Quo I 11 y a *ur le tapis aujourd’hui T
(Qu*est-ee %ufII 7  at)
What’* on the rug today?
What’s the news today?
Hue affaire d’dtatf
k  state function!
Am  ordeal or a * to-do* over a trifling matter
C *est pas plus $u*ua sac t quo! *
It is nothing more than a hag to fill up with nothing# 
It Is simply a tig "hurrah* over a matter of no con- 
sequence.
II a du sang ealll£ dans ses values.
His blood has coagulated in his veins.
Ha is Insensible to family levs# friendship, etc.
Se has no "feeling* whatsoever.
Silo a das yeux stirs comm© dee socos.
Her eyes are as black as muscadines.
II marehe comae un vieux canard*dlnde.
Be waddles like an eld Muscovy duck.
file set frelche comae un lapin.
She Is as lively as a rabbit.
Bile se tord eenme us llaae.
She twists about like a vine.
She is restless# fidgety.
II se suit comae us "tit chi on d* mal son.
He fellow# me around like a little house poodle.
11 est grot comae us p ’tit cochon au pare.
He is as fat as a little pig in a pen.
©*esb i6&dr« cemme %ae resds*
It is as fresh and tender as the dew.
S n m x  oomae dee poiseons dan® 1 *eau!
if happy as fish in water I 
A happily married couple!
II a m&agd coase us Ture.
Se ate like a Turk*
Se ate with a good appetite*
11 eat aalgre comrae du tassean*
t* Taseeam* 1* meat whieh Is cut In thin strips and
dried in the sum in the extreme heat of mid-day. It
is the equivalent of *jerked beef.*)
He Is ae lean as Jerked beef.
Bdrorer eemme un ear onere
To eat fast and hungrily* to imitate a has sard
HeJeter comme an earoner©
To suffer nausea to the point of violent vomiting
II eat vlf comme un taon.
He Is as swift as a wood-boring insect.
Bee jaahes de tltlsse
Extremely ms all legs--the else of a sparrow® s 
•Tltlsse* is dialect for “ffioiacam/ correct French 
form.
£es jamhee de baguette
Hand-like legs
C*6talt comae damser parmi les verree de boutelllesJ
1 was so uncomfortable that I seemed to be dancing
amid pieces of broken glass.
dfai daned tel qu• la sourls sur les braises.
X danced like the mouse on red hot coals.
It gave ae some bad moments!
XII
IX est taquineur esnme ma 1 tit chies de poche.
Se is ae annoying as a tiny "pocket-sise" dog that
is always harking and trying to assert itself.
Allar eemmo an papier de ansi quo
It It aa regulated as a sheet on which music is 
vrittta,
It *gces like clockwork.*1 The two are very congenial* 
They get along handsomely.
ft rataplan!
The heating of a dram!
A long-winded, monotonous speech
Se sauver comma le dlahle de l*eau hSmite
To run away like ih© devil fleeing from holy water
T© make a fast getaway
Cette pluie est comme la danse de la viellle femme.
This rain Is like the old woman*© dance* slow and 
easy.
It is an al 1 - day drlssle.
Xoag comme apr he—domain!
Long as day after tomorrow!
A rldionions length
Ore see eo&se ms allumet ts
Thin as a aatchstick
II ost na vral pic—hoi s.
Se Is like a wood-pecker.
He continually harps on the same subject.
K archer sa mac reuse —
To walk like a coot 
To walk sway-hack
Avoir ume corns eassde
To have a fractured horn
To he c r y i n g  or complaining over a trifling ailment
13.3
Un m »w  M t r
A black heart
A per*oa who ta guilty of naliciems aots 
c o out do  plorro
A atone heart
One who never tk«4» a tear, no matter what happens 
Aa qutue entre lee pattee
The tall between the paws, like a meek dog 
To he frightened* or to feel insecure
Ih sttomse de ® o<|u«ur
A moefcing-hlrd breast
Frilly neckwear or white Jabot
<3* eat une peeu de chi on pour lull
It*a a dog's hide to himJ 
Se deepleee that object or practice.
One grand® gabarel
What a bargei
A large* uncomfortable heme 
7a racontes pa tel cease aa tollard.
Tea relate this Just like a drunkard#
Ton start way back* then heat around the hush before 
getting to the end or point of story#
Sortir la plerre du glgler (gdsler)
7o tell everything you know; to reveal even the 
color »f the stone in the gissard
Tine t%te dfhirondellel
A swallow-headi
Used In a teasing vein* it denotes a person of 
extraordinary comprehen®ion *
tJne tbte de sarcellet
A blue—winged teal's head I
A scatterbrain or a person of little understanding
W m  hriee—ferf
A persca who fereaks anything he leys a hand oa, 
# ▼ «  t m «  Into pieces,
C*est ua cola de feri
Se U  an iron veiget 
He a n  endure anything*
§a « fesi %tre pemlei!
Thai * ft feeing "ektekenl sht*
He ena*t steed eirta the slight est exertion; he fees 
se resistance against illness*
FftWta fefetel II a la p^pie*
Hear thing! He has pip (a sickness which affects 
chicks)*
fhe hypochondriac, 41 eeoverlng a new ailment, Is 
Jestingly said to suffer from this,
XI a dee orallies de taiaut*
He is flap-eared like a hound* $he word * talent* 
was adapted from the Trench "taiaut," "tally-ho
XI a les ©rallies 1 pique*
U s  ears are pointed like a pike*
He is eager to hear*
XI fait sen hesae, lul•
He Is "talking felg*"
raire des coups de queue
Swish one1® tall 
To feign wealth or power
Bfete coast e un sole (ole)
To oil ah as a geese
•Zola* is used for "ole* in the negro patois*
3a erfete est encore rouge*
Sis eevfe le still red*
r/*him describee an elderly person who does not 
appear t# hare aged*
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cou&eau & tall loss (tallies)
A dsuhla-hla&ed kalfel 
1 hypocrite!
la haquet 4 qnelqufua
To pa as the "bucket to some one 
To leave eos^ote “holding the bag*
Kacuqu© troure son pi tit Jell.
Svea a aoakey think# her child it* pretty*
lay aether i# proud of her child and finds beauty
la him.
lui denser un pled
To give him a foot
To let a person go too far or to give him unfair 
ad van tag#
Tensser comae ma hols creux
To cough like a hollow log 
T© have a hollow cough
Slle ressemble & use vieille a k e  poulo qui defend sets 
p eulsit*
She looks like an old mother hen that Is defending 
her chickens.
Her protective attitude toward, or her concern for, 
these children is exaggerated. They aren’t hers.
fsurner tel qu’uae perile qui veut fairs urn nlque (aid)
fo twist and turn like a hen that wants to prepare 
a nest, hut doeenft know where to start 
Jo display uncertainty of movement
211 e a £teadm sos hras tel qu fun© poule oouveuse.
She stretched out her arms like a setting hen.
She took up a great deal of apace*
11 fait tel qm’une vlellle poule qu*aim© pas ua poulet ©t 
1* bequate dusquf& ©lie 1* tue.
He Imitates an old hen which, not liking a certain 
chicken, peeks him until an© causes him to die*
He nurses a grudge against this person and doea his 
"best to harm him whenever he has a chance.
xxs
Ferae dome tea
Close your Gotten boll,
Step talking: words hare no weights they are
only nonsense,
Quel pet de flour(
Vbat a flower pot I
What ae ugly per son 5 He i s some ornaments
Tilsin cosme aa diable avant-jourl
Ugly ae a devil which one would see before daylight!
Tllaia cemme 9opt p£ches mortela!
Ugly ae seven mortal stnst
II eet briquet 6.
Hie face is ae hard and ruddy ae a brick*
II vest B’arracher lee oheveux matntenant*
He vents te tear out all hie hair new*
Se is rery sorry that he has done this*
II eet prls dans lee range courts.
He is oaught where the rave are short.
He doesn’t know where to turn*
11 pent pas eatror dans 1* road sans bdton.
He eaa9t cose into the ring without a stick*
He must he prepared or aust fulfill the requirements. 
He has ae right te talk*
II est entre deux fenxi 9 a hrule et 9 a chauffe.
To he between tvo fires: one burns, the other heats*
This is equivalent in meaning to the Hngllsh sayings 
“Between the devil and the deep blue sea.w
lire em*»>has l*6eor or Aller en has 1 9eeer
To ha under the hill 
To he gelag down the hill
Te he in had health or losing o n e ’s grip on Ilf® 
Avoir une mine de ohlen
X1&
To hav© the appearance
be haggard after aa illness
fa. devrats prendre des medicines. Tu os Jaune cemsae urn 
t i i m »
Tea ought to take medicine* tear complexion is- 
yellow as a 1 emon*
SI a ale see pleehes ddhers*
Whoa one who la miserly with hi a laughter finally 
breaks out lute a broad grin* he 1® sometimes said 
to have "disclosed his pickaxes, tt meaning ® hi a 
teeth**
OUe conroone blanche
A white crown 
A candy blond head
Ah, male ba ae la bablne k  h a fn Sally auj©ur&*hul*
M a vn Sally was an old & egress who owned a small 
orange grows* and whs, consequently, had some 
trouble with young vandals on her property, as 
many walked by on their way to school# She 
possessed a protruding lower lip, the condition 
of which became mere and more exaggerated as 
she scolded the ehildren or pouted because of their 
actions* Thus* * You* re a grouch like Ma*» Sally to-­
day • *
XI a plant£ ehhae*
He planted an oak *
He fell headlong.
XI a 9a pas denn£ gres comme une thts d t£pingle.
He didn't give ae a pin head.
He was too niggardly to give ae even a little trinket*
XI do an era pas Calllette st sen vcau.
He won't give Callleti® and her calf. (The black
and white spotted cow le always Calllette.)
He will net contribute much; he is not that generous*
C*est Jamais Xe ben ehlen qui at traps X fos.
It is never the right dog that gets the bone.
It Is never the most deserving one who Is r
% X f
G fe#t $«B8« fa fa ’ta*
hew it 
Shut la life*
fa ta i p*tlte pas*
Asked how he feel#, a per### will often say* *:I*m 
taking *h#*t steps.* la ether worts* "Making slow 
progress* *
0fe*t Xui #ui a gob£ la pilule.
Ho swallowed the pill*
Se get the worst of the bargain*
Hester atoo aa delgt dans la touche
So he loft with one finger in his mouth
So roseire Insults and show no effort to defend
oneself
ha rone taume.
!The wheel turns*
Everyone will meet ups and downs in life*
Sen tour va venir*
His turn will cone.
Sooner or later he will reap what he sowed.
Chaque ehlen a son Jour*
Everyone will have his share of happiness and mis­
fortune, or his turn to "get even* with his neighbor.
he hem Pieu dort pas.
God does not sleep on his Job.
God will set things te rights.
Hettre ses Jeux au el air
2o uncover his trick#
C fdtait prtter pour rendre.
It was lending to get paid back.
Hew the two are even. He ha# received the same ill 
treatment which he gave the other.
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«Xeuor pled d* daehom
Te play *the pi g* s jfoet*
To pi ay a trlok on someone
Ham oner
T© sweep a chimney
'To scold or berate a persons to 8 sweep bis chimney 
el earn*
Seeeager
To pillage
To scold or berate a per see 
y* lui ai donne un *ts-te—lar®r.tt
X gs7e him a washout.
I *let him haws it"; X told him whet X thought of
it*
X *ni coupe sen elfflet see*
Z out his * windpipe*11 
X outwi tted him*
Fas prendre I 1air h quelqu 3un
To ignore one completely
e ’ltait lui poser les mouehssl
That was putting the patches In the right places*
That Is what X call 41 giving him the w o r k s . T h a t
hit his sere spot*
3*est pa qn*oa appelle scier tss cornesl
That* s what we call sawing off your horns*
He took year breath away with a proper answer to 
your impudent remark*
Bonner un easse-gaeml e
To break a Jaw 
To give a beating
XI Ini a do and un capo t •
He gave her a coat*
Me Jilted her*
lit
11 ftnfe la regarder creche*
* t leek at her flror,g-ey®d.
Be T«ry oareful bow you approaoh. bar and how you 
act around her* Any croasiag of her will may bring 
down her wrath*
11 ft*a pat aoyea Xa prendre are© dee places.
People are afraid to toueh her, even with placers* 
There l e a ©  way to approach her*
Ka.rehe ptt sttr eon pled!
Dos*t walk ©miner foot! 
bes’t stir her to anger!
Arracher lee ytui ©t la ibte du ®oado
To extort the eyes sad the heads of the people 
f© sell at a Tory high price
g*est trop d© sucre pour cine sousf
That’s too much sugar for a nickel!
That can’t he possible. It’s too good to be true*
Bee fleurs de ealebuss©!
flowers from a calabash plant!
That isn’t much* in my ©pinion!
C * est du suer© on bent©illei
bo t tled sugar f 
Taacy stuff, eht
On voit la broullli dams I ’oell du prochain, sals on volt 
pas I ’abeille (au la bbche) dans son propr® cell*
’#© quickly perceive the tiny speck of foreign 
matter la our neighbor’s eye* hut we don’t see 
the bee (or the log) in our own eye. 
tf e are quick to magnify our neighbor’s faults* yet 
fail to recognise our own, however great*
II a pas sa langu© dans la peche.
He does not keep his tongue in his pocket.
He talks a great deal; he speaks his mind.
11 ***t fat lui 4aaa«r le bon Biem eaas
Bom*t &ia tallrtlf befere you know bo th
sides of the story*
II re spec t qua soa baptlaa,
She o n l y  t h i n g  h o  has any respect far is his b a p l i ^
Sa baaeba sat pas aa ilrra 4a pribrea.
HI# south la met a pray or hook.
Ho is far from hoi mg exemplar la hi a speech*
Sa parol a oat pas tun mot d*#vamglle*
Ho mot hoi love that his atria are always # gospel 
truths,11
IX Jurt earns mm sol dat.
He ear so s Ilk© a soldier*
XI est pas ma tas h la foist
Ho lsm*t sect at orno time!
Ho Is mot a marvel•
Qnamd I ’henneur a pass#* 11 Itatt derrihre la ports,
Vhen people mere feeing endowed with virtues, sad 
•hoaor* meat by* he was hohiad the doer.
Ho certainly has mo false pride, or seme of any 
hind, for that matter*
Pom!Her sa fosse avee see dents
To he a glutton* to dig on©1® grave with his teeth
Vn estomao es llastlqme
The heavy eater has a rubber stomach.
Pile vent manger q u o dm pigeon rhtil
She wants to eat only roast pigeon.
She has a delicate or finicky appetite,
la misers fait le macaque manger Is ptmemt*
Hi eery makes a monkey eat pepper*
Necessity knows no law* Poverty brings ingenuity*
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&a violetto s« redouble.
Trouble rad worry are accumulating* This ia a 
reference to an old *dan«e~rende* entitled ®X*a 
Violette Se Redouble*®
11 a pris $a your I 1 argent comptaut•
Se accepted that as a cash paymeat.
Se was gullible enough to hell eve that at espy I
Sa j»tlt blame heel
i young wart alee— who has yet no sign ef heard, 
therefore has no right to talk se* le eaters Into 
adult conversation, addressee elder$ without shew- 
lag the proper respect, etc.
Hester an liable bonilll
To live * la the s t i ck a* — el 1 es from nowhere
Se fairs uae aala avee qeelqu’un
To aee the proper approach and thereby create a 
desirable Impression apea a per sea she is la a 
position to help yea
Porter qeelqu’un ear lee delgts
To earry a person upon the tips of one’s fingers 
To walt ea a person with hand and foot
Has main lave 1 ’autre, et les deux Invent la figure*
One hand washes the ether, and together they wash the 
face* One person helps another in need of assistance 
rad together they accomplish with facility what one 
could act do alone*
H e  seat bras ear* bras sous*
(This is an adaptation of the French «brao dessua, 
bras lessens*®)
They are era—In—arm* They are intimate friends*
XIs sent ea bras—corps.
(This Is an adaptation of the French ®h br&s-l ©-corps,* 
meaning, ”ln one’s arms,® ®round the waist*®)
They are very congenial friends*
xzn
Avoi r lour (d» folio) do qneXqu*un
9© have a crush o« raooio 
To fee *sra*y* oror a person
$*sst la fain St la self.
That 1* the aeotiag of hunger and thirst*
These Ivo are veil matched. On© is as otil as ike 
ether*
Has ssftisfeet so rejei^at&t pas* mat s Xe mond© ss rejoigaent* 
Restislse do eel meet* kti people do.
Bo^iit all obstacles, sad though it .seemed tapes si-*-
kit, they mat again.
ZX ▼©a dmit semrlr tux plods do la grandeur.
Ha would like to die at the feet of graadeur.
Ho worships riche*. Ho would do anything to re** 
ealve a little attention frea an influential person.
II alas (ou Tout) haler our 1& gross© eorde.
Ha likes (or wants) to pull on the big rope.
Ha anJays •putting an airs* or Vetag extravagant 
Is order ta inpress the world.
C'dtal t nidi qua ran te pour noil
It was twelve— forty for nei
It was exactly what X wanted. There was no hotter
Sinai
J*dtnle dans non assisttel 
I was la ay diski
Things were Just as Z wished them. X was delighted I 
On envoi a pas eon chi on & la chases k coupe do h&ton*
One does not use a stick on a dog to induce him to
go h u n t in g *
Ton are using the wrong approach, the incorrect pro­
cedure*
Xul donner an hoc
(This Is an adaptation of the French «tour d© bee,® 
•kiss*11 *Bee« mean3 «h@akft or "bill.®)
Thus, to kl so
Bowler la m  X * da a
To rail one* e tail am one** back, ready to go
To be always ready to roan
Caloiner dan s la maison
fo *&ry up* la the toute
To to* eo&fised for a leas time in the house, or to 
So oat eeldo*
Si tu fats $a pear aoi, J* tag b* dir© qui ©*t mom parrata*
Stitt it aa interesting way to prevail upon a small 
child to do sen ething at out wh 1 c h ho does not ap* 
pear Tory eager* * If you do this for me, 1*11 tell 
you wile my godfather is*1 Ifheu he completes the 
task, you reply. * Why. tt*s you!*
Si tu faie pa pour mol. J* fas denser |L tee noceel
In a Joyous meed one says to a friend. *Xf you do 
this for no. 1*11 dance at your wedding!*
Parler pour entendre sa thte rdseaner
To speak Just to hear the reverberati on in one * s 
head
To moke empty or foolish talk, simply to hare some­
thing to say
To giro roiee to ideas or plans which will newer he 
fulfilled
Fairs doe cento*
Is seip
Conns!tre rosier lee pilules
To know how to roll pills
To know how to prescribe medicine---*spoken In a 
Joking manner
§a lul fait heau Jew.*
That*s a fine gaae for him.
That suits him to a *Tr
JLvoir le dos large
To hare a wide hack
To he ahle to take all the hi am© because of absence 
and lack of opportunity to defend oneself
XI av&lfc $a fix aiguille.
He had that Ilk© a threaded needle.
Ha va« able to anr*f#l the story without he si t&tlon, 
supplying all details*
i*©eil da maltr© eagral es« I'animal.
She master** ay® fattens the animal*
The animal benefits from the master* © vigilance, 
leadership helps all around *
Ha tear do lun*
A erase
Avoir an hen grain (de fell*)
fe have a particle of felly 
Avoir an hen tear
To he daft or idle tie 
II hat la herlequ*.
He Is sounding lha dismiss.
This elderly person is becoming childish3 he Is 
•going out.*
II mange le vieux gaga£» lnl*
He is living on what the ethers earned long age*
H* depends entirely tspea the family for his support.
C fest tel qn*al 1 er eheroher le Jenr on eharette h boeufs.
To take a long tine to accompli sh a task# This is 
a reference to the ancient folk belief (Negro) that 
someone, leaving after midnight, was charged with 
bringing daylight in his oxen-drawn cart*
L*homme du. nidi
The twelve o*clock nan 
A sluggard er a drone
II fera pas des (do) vieux Jours.
He won * t grow old on that Job*
This work will not be to his liking for very long.
It requires mere energy than h© Is willing to 'put 
forth*
t m
la ©hi©a qui ta 1 la oha*8# perd ea place (pr&s d© Xfa asiette)*
a ©  dug that goes huntiit% at mealtime lose® his 
place itaai the dish.
Loafing on yeur Job might cause yon to X©## ft* Tom 
incur punl when you ay© neglectful.
S*e»t am© praline!
What a lasy person! He must be stuck to hi© ©hair* 
like a frssh praline adhering to the dish*
II a M  dassl ©on aerf* lul*
Wl* iadolaat lounger is spoken of in derision as 
hating fractured his nerve*
XI a Jamals bu le sang* lul *
So has never drunk blood*
Mm is a braggart* Don*t 1st his overweening boasts 
alarm ysu*
XI a tu4 son grand-pbre, lull
That's killing his grandfatherI 
That was sea© foolish thing to del
C'eet lul qu*a iareatl 1 *eau douoe!
He is responsible for the Invention of sweetened 
water!
He has performed wonders# hasn’t hot Who is ho to 
ha talking!
He has never accomplished anything worthwhile*
IIs Tent pas Jcuer 31—Bi La Blotto are® mol*
They won’t ask© a doormat out of me* 31 - 3 1 La 
Flotte, the story goes* was a character who was 
easily influenced and whom everyone took unfair 
advantage of*
II pent fair© dir lasses (lassos) an tour de son com.
He can make ten lassos around that fellow’s neck*
He eaa * twi st* the other person around his little 
finger* mentally and physically*
Donnor un bon temps k quelqu’un
To give someone a good time
To * s lay with1* a persons to be equal to him in argu­
ment* work* fight* etc.
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0#esl fttlca la gsutle ?*
It depend* «p«a where the drop falls*
My dec!si on Is contiagent upon aaay things* Th© 
story is that && old ««&&& was preparing dough fos? 
a pie* A guest seated In the kitchen anxiously 
watched a head of perspiration on the good wo man *0 
©hln, uneasy with fear that It would fall 
dough* The hostess, persuading hi® to stay for 
dinner, received this for an answer*
ha vaehe a eavald (avoid) la meole*
Whom a group of people are chatting and another 
person, thinking something extraordinary has 
•ifiitedly Inquires about it, he often receives this 
for an answer* The expression can he traced to a 
Joke played upon an inquisitive* meddlesome old 
voaaa always asking, * What1 s happened?tt If any miner 
accident occurred on the farm, she would gloatingly 
retort, *1 told you sol I knew that would happen!
It** your fault** Her grandchildren, growing tired 
of this, one day plotted to * fairs sat niche snr 
ads fere*" One youngster ran up to his grandmother, 
erying agitatedly, *Mdnlre, 3* visas d* 1*©curie, si 
J**I tu la vaehe a ear aid la aeul©** *0raadmether, 
l*t# Just cone fro* the barm, and I saw that the cow 
has swallowed the grindstone** Is was expected, 
old lady made the sane reply, *J* ©avals pal* 
thus provoked much laughter from all the children 
who had eoneealed themselves nearby to ©mjoy the 
prank* W© wonder if this broke her had habit*
21 a appertd le polls du Jour*
So carried the weight of day*
He struggled hard during his life time*
Temir la queue du diahle
To hold the devil1© tall 
To suffer poverty
Se fair© flnir
To wear out oneself with difficult and fatiguing 
work
Pair® de see plods et de see mains
To use hands and feet to achieve any desired goal
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A it rap er le iloeanior par la bout le plus ©hand
7© grasp th# poker or fi re-lrosi by the end which 
ha© teen la the f t re
7© aehiete an aim after a hard and long struggle
Se mottr© ea double et ea quatre
S’© perform wonders in aa effort to please
Sertir du sang d*nse pierre
7© extract blood from a stems 
To perform the impossible
Tut poux parlor comm© $a. Tu fait pas 1* tout &f mom Jar&im*
Tea earn speak that way. Tom don't travel around ay 
garden*
Saying and dolag are two different things* Ton 
don’t know my circumstances,
Bermlr comae une bdohe
To sleep like a log 
To be In profound slumber
doner lea paupilres
To play around with the eyelids 
To go to sleep
Appel or ilytsasa
To ©all Alphonse 
to snore loudly
$aand tu ta« rauirt ^uand les poulas auront des dents?
When are yon coming to visit mo? When the hen® 
teethe?
Tou promise always, but you merer show up*
Biseule Jeaae, tu l fas pas ru passer dans sa eharette bleuef
31seule, the Younger, didn’t you see him drive by in 
his blue cart?
This was one of the most common ways of cautioning 
a child that his questions were untimely—**hi s elder® 
were conversing at that moment*
Smbrassor us hemme sans moustache cst coaae manger mu o euf 
earns cel*
1 2 $
Kissiag a el84a^8lj«v#a man 1 & like ©ating am egg 
without omit- How can you toll It * u not a woman 
you ar* kieelmg?
A Sit of Wisdom
Si tous awes des affaires a fairs, donnoss pas too 
affairss & fairs $ e m  qui ont &es affaire® A f aires ©« 
man do qul oat dea affaires h fat re f eront X aura affaires $ 
faire at too affaires & fairs raateront h fairs*
Xf you hare things to he done, do not give these
things to he done to those who have things to he done; those 
people who have things to he done will do their things to ho 
dene and yours will ho loft undone*
Some Former Beliefs 
Xf a gift of a knife was made to a person, he had to 
present the giver with five cents in return* Otherwise, the 
knife would sever their friendship*
ihen a person gave seeds or plants of any kind to 
another, he was not to he thanked, for the plants would then 
no t grew*
On the appearance of a new moon, a young hoy or girl
might dream of his future spouse if he looked up at the moon
and repeated three times the following wordss
¥envelle luae, New moon,
Pouvslle delairante, $©w giver of light,
j* eeukalte que J *ftte X wish to dream
De mem destind* Of the one destined for me*
12$
If on the of a weddiag-feast, a girt ran
a snail piece of the bridal cake through the bride®$ riag 
and that night placed it under her pillow, she might dream 
of the man she would marry.
Dreaaiag #f a wedding meant that shortly there would 
ha news of a death.
To dream of money was an omen of death,
A cedar tree dying on one*a property was a sign that
aeon someone in the family would decease*
If a person was hurled on Sunday, a member of that
family would die before a year had elapsed.
If the chickens cackled In large numbers and at the
ease tine, usually In the early morning, a death would soon
he announced.
Opening an umbrella in the house could mean that
seen the nether in that hone would die.
Cutting out a garment from white cloth on Saturday 
could cause erll to befall an infant or a young child In 
that family.
Throwing outside hair which fell while one vas comb-* 
lag it was tempting misfortune.
Laughing much on ?rl day was a warning that one would 
cry cm Sunday.
IS©
When one * 9 ears made a 'busslag sound, semehody was 
ia set ef cri tici slag hiss,
If his aose Itched, someone desired to kiss him*
An itching In the palm of the hand meant that he 
vould receive some money.
If a lady1* second toe happened to tie longer than 
her first, she would dominate her household.
To stop a screech owl1s song, one eould »cut off 
hear tongue1 hy turning over a pair of shoes, soles upward, 
or >y sticking a knife Into the door frame*
A rooster crowing in the early afternoon was herald** 
log the arrival of company.
Dropping a dishcloth or a oomh on the floor was like** 
vise a sign of guests.
If sunlight and rain appeared at the same time, the 
devil was heating his wife and forcing his daughter to marry 
a toad.
P.ala was not to he expected at night during the 
month of June,
If the wind happened to turn northerly while a person 
was mocking another*3 looks, he (the mimleker) would retain 
that appearance*
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fa?Ut hatehed when thunder pealed*
fl*®au paande** prepared hy immersing red hot ooale 
la vater, vat the panacea for all stomach ailments*
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